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Abstract
This thesis ptesents a single-phase parser generation technique called Noncanonical

Hybrid LR(l), or NHLR(I) for short, for complete character-level grammars.

NHLR(I) grammars include the SLR(l), NSLR(l), and LALR(I) classes of
grammars, and some grammars not in these class. An NHLR(I) parser generator

called SOAPH has been implemented. The efficiency of NIILR(I) parsers is
evaluated by examining a large number of character-level gramm¿Lrs which include
grammars for the real programming languages ISO Pascal and Modula-2. These

two gramm¿rs are given in appendixes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Compiler design

is one of the most impoilant

subjects

in the development of

computer science, and compiler writing for programming languages is also one of
the most complex. As a result, many theories, algorithms, and techniques have
been developed for solving problems in compiler compilation and trying to improve

the power of compilers for complex programming languages.

1.1

Motivation for Singte-Phase Parsing

In raditional

compiler writing for programming languages, the parsing of

a

program is normally split into two phases: lexical analysis and syntax analysis.

This raditional method is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The lexical analyzer (scanner)
is the first phase of a compiler, and it reads input characters and outputs a sequence

of tokens. In the syntax analysis phase, the parser obtains a string of tokens from

the lexical analyzer and then verifies whether or not the string can be generated by

the grammar for the language.

Source Progrom

Troget Progrom

Figure

1.1. Traditional structure of a compiler.

Normally, a scanner is implemented as a finite-state machine and a parser

as a pushdown automaton. Typically, this means that the description of
programming language

will

a

be implemented using two interrelated grammars, a

grammar to describe the scanner and another grammar to describe the parser.
There are several disadvantages of using two grammars to describe a programming
language:

2

usually two different metalanguages must be used. Typically, a set of
regular expressions

is

used

to describe a finite-state scanner, and a

context-free grammar is used to describe the

o

If automatic compiler writing tools

p¿ì.rser.

are used, two different metalanguage

processors are needed. This causes problems

for the compiler writer

who must learn to use two tools, and for the compiler-compiler writer
who must design and implement the two tools.

e

An interface between the two phases must be designed, described

and

implemented. The interface must be able to communicate both tokens
and token attributes, such as literal constant values and symbol names,
between the phases.
Because

of the above disadvantages of two-phase syntax analysis, a method for

single-phase syntax analysis was presented by Salomon and Cormack

in

1989

[Sal89].
Salomon uses the power of a parsing technique called Noncanonical Simple

LR(1), or NSLR(1), to generate practical linear-time parsers for character-level
grammars for programming languages.

A

single-phase parser generator called

"SOAP" was implemented which uses this method.

L.2 Complete Character-Level Grammars
A character-level grammar describes every symbol (keywords, identifers, constants,
etc.) right down to the character level, and every terminal symbol in the gt¿ütmar
represents

a single character. The reference manuals for many programming

languages such as Pascal, Ada, Modula-3, and Oberon use character-level
grammars to provide

full

descriptions

character-level grammars are used

of the syntax of languages.

Although

for the description of popular programming

languages, none of the parser generation techniques for the popular parser families

such as

LL(l), SLR(I) and LALR(I) work for character-level grammars,

because

they are not powerful enough to resolve parsing conflicts for modern programming
languages using only one character of lookahead. The conflict resolution problem

is made even more difficult

if

the character-level grammars are

aTso

complete. A

complete grammar would also describe the syntax of comments and white space,
and where white space can appear.

In order to process

complete character-level grammars, Salomon and

Cormack [Sal89] propose the use

of the powerful NSLR(I) parser

generation

technique invented by K. C. Tai lTai79l.

1.3

Resolving Ambiguities in Complete Grammars

Complete character-level grammars also have the problem that they are usually

4

ambiguous. For instance, the usual description of identifiers

id -) tetter

I id letter_or_digit

also describes reserved keywords. There are also usually several types of longest-

match ambiguities in the gramma-r. For example, should the Pascal statement
BEGINWORKEND,.

be parsed as a call to the procedure encrNWoRKEND, or as a begin block
containing a call to the procedure work? The dangling-else ambiguity is another
example of a longest-match ambiguity.
Context-free grammars are not powerful enough to concisely resolve these

ambiguities,

so Salomon and Cormack tSalSgl have proposed two

new

disambiguation rules: the exclusion rule and the adjacency-restríction rule. The

exclusion rule

is used to resolve the keyword-identifier ambiguity and the

adjacency-restriction rule is used to resolve longest-match ambiguities.

L.4 Objective of This Research
The construction of scannerless parsers from complete character-level grammars for
Pascal and Modula-2 has been demonstrated using Salomon's single-phase parser

generator (SOAP). SOAP uses simple methods to build the parser. The methods
are threefold simple: Simple Exclusion (SE), Simple Adjacency-Restricrion (SAR),
and Noncanonical Símple LR (NSLR). The adjective simple means that the parser

is constructed, or the grammar rejected, by examining the grammar as a whole, and

each state of the generated parser individually, without regard to the ransitions
between states.

A

more detailed description of NSLR(l) parser construction is

given in Chapter

3.

This thesis presents a non simple parser construction method.

The idea of the SLR method, on which the NSLR method is based, is first
to construct a deterministic finite automaton to recognize sentences in the language

described by a given grammar.

In the consffuction process of SLR

parsers, a

collection of LR(O) item sets is built. The lookahead sets which determine whether
or not to perform reduce actions will be applied

if a complete item is present.

The

item's lookahead set is provided by the FOLLOW set of the nonterminal symbol
on the left hand side of the complete item. NSLR parser construction performs an

additional noncanonical state expansion step to resolve conflicts.

Among the LR parsing methods, there

is a technique called LALR

(Iookahead-LR) parsing which is more powerful than SLR parsing in terms of the
number of grammars it accepts. The number of states in an LALR parser is always

the same as in an SLR or LR(0) parser fo¡ the same grammar. Nevertheless an

LALR parser considers the transitions between those

states

in order to generate

smaller lookahead sets, and thus can eliminate some conflicts that would remain

in an SLR parser. In fact, an LALR parser can resolve some conflicts that cannot
be resolved by noncanonical state expansion. An example of such a grammar is

given in Chapter 4.
Although the theory of the LALR parsing merhod is well established, the

desirable goal of developin g a noncanonícal LALR (NLALR) parsing method still
poses stubborn theoretical problems. To ny to bridge the gap between NLALR and

NSLR parsers, a scannerless parsing technique called noncanonicat hybrid LR

(NHLR) has been invented and implemented. The set of noncanonical hybrid

LR(l)

grammars includes all

LALR(I) and NSLR(I)

grammars.

The idea of the NHLR(I) parsing method is a combination of the

LALR(I)

parsing method and simple noncanonical state expansion. Símpte exclusion and
símple adjacency-restriction rules are still used in the NHLR(I) parser generator for

disambiguation rules

in

complete character-level grammars. The purpose of

consFucting an NHLR(I) parser generator is also to evaluate the NHLR technique
and to see if

it improves

parser power and size significantly and

if it will

allow

white space to be distributed freely in grammars without moving up to NLALR.

1.5

Summary of Results

An NHLR(I) parser generator has been implemented, and tested on grammars for

ISo Pascal, and Modula-2, and on some grammars provided by Kuo-Chung Tai

tTaflgl.

The experimental results of the parser generator show the value of the

noncanonical hybrid parsing method.

In this experimental implementation of an NHLR(I) parser generator,
parse-table size

for a grammff shows significant shrinking

1

the

compared with an

NSLR(I) parser for the same grammar. The number of states in an NHLR(I)
parser is usually less than or equal to the number of states in an NSLR(I) p¿user

for the same grammar. For some special grammars, the NHLR(I) parsers will have
a few more states than the NSLR(I) parsers. The reasons for the enlargement of

some parsers are given

in

Chapter

5.

The experimental results on the free

distribution of white space are not encouraging for character-level grammars for
actual programming languages. In general, however, the results are positive for the

parsing technique, because NHLR(1) grammars include alt SLR(l), NSLR(1), and

LALR(I)

1.6

grammars , and some grammars that are not in these classes.

Terminology

A context-free grammar (CFG) is a quadruple (v*, vr, P, ,s), where v" is a fïnite
set

of nonterminal symbols, Vt is a finite set of terminal symbols, P is a set of

productíons,and S, called the start symbol, is a distinguished symbol in

V".

The

nonterminals in Vr are symbols which can be transformed into strings of symbols,
either terminals or nonterminals. The terminals in V, are symbols which can form
sentences of the generated language. The sets

u

V¡t

VrandV,

are

disjoint, andV =Vr

is the total vocabulary. Each production in P has the form A

in 7r is called the left part

and

)

a., where A

s in V * is called the right part. An augmented

Srammar is a context-free grammar formed by adding a production of the form S'

-+ S $ where,s'is a new start symbol, S' ø. V, and $ is the end-marker.
Some of the notation used in the rest of this thesis is as follows:

r

*

The notation V represents zero or more repetitions of symbols from
V.

o

The notation V * represents one or more repetitions of symbols from
V.

t

Uppercase letters early

in the alphabet such as A,8,..., F, and S

denote nonterminals.

'

Lowercase letters early in the alphabet such as a,

b,

and c denote a

single terminal.

t

uppercase letters late in the alphabet such as x,

y,

and

z

denote a

single terminal or nonterminal.

o

Lowercase letters late

in the alphabet such as x, y,

and z denote a

string of terminals, or the empty string.

o

Lowercase Greek letters such as c,, B, and

y

denote strings of

nonterminals, terminals, or the empty string.

¡

lcrl denotes the length

of

o

of the string û,, and crj denotes the i ú symbol

cr.

rhe Greek letter e (epsilon) denotes the empty string and lel = 0.

If A -+

cr is a production and BAy is a string

in v *, then we say BAy can

derive Bayand write as BAy
= Þcry. The transítive closure of
and the refl.exive transitÌve closure is denoted by
strings ú)¿, (ù¡,..., o,, where n ) 0, such that oo

as (ù0 =+* co,,.

+..

+ is denoted by =+*

A derivatton is a sequence of

Ð ol Ð

...

+ o,; it can also be written

A derivation is called a ríghtmost derivation if it is the rightmost

nonterminal that is replaced at each step of the derivation, and is written âs

(ùo

:¡*,-

(Ð,. Similarly, a leftmost derivatíon is written as oo =;*,. ¡¡

a gr¿rmmar G is a string cr such that S

-¡*

. A sententialform of
.. A sentence is a
6¿ and a is in V

sentential form containing only terminal symbols.

nullable

if

a derivation A

-;*

A nonterminal A is called

s exists in the grammar.

There ate a few standard functions on symbols in grammars that are used

in this thesis:
X

+* fa for some cr).

LAST(X) = [Y I X

+* aI/ for some a].

FIRST(X) --

FOLLOW(A)

V

I

= IX I B =

uYþZy for some B, A is in LAST().),
B =+- e, and X is in FIRST(A].

An LR state is a set of LR items. An LR ítem is a production with a dot
somewhere

in the right part; it is written as LA -+ ü.P, ¿l where A -+ aB is a

production, the dot between cr and
by the item,

and

B indicates that cr

is the left context recognized

L is a set of lookahead symbols. A core item is an item with no

lookahead information attached; it is written as lA -+ o(.p1. An item [A

10

-+ aþ., L]

in which the dot is at the end of the production is called a complete ítem.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review on LALR(I)
Parser Construction

The consfuction of an NHLR(I) parser starts by building an LALR(I) parser.
Since no methods

for constructing NHLR(I)

parsers currently appear

in

the

literature, NHLR(1) parser construction methods cannot be surveyed. For this
reason,

in their place, methods of constructing LALR(I)

parsers are discussed in

this chapter.
The computation of lookahead sets is the most important part of LALR(1)
parser construction. Several methods of computing the lookahead sets for LALR
parsers have been presented by researchers [Aho86, DeR82, Par85, and Ive86].

These methods have different degrees

of difficulty and efficiency in terms of

execution time and required storage. The following section is a brief descriptions

of these computational methods.
t2

2.L Aho's LALR(I) Parser Construction Methods
Aho, Sethi, and Ullman [Aho86] presenr two algorithms for computing LALR
lookahead sets. One

is thefull LR(I)

compression method and the orher is the

spontaneoøs and propagated lookahead method.

2.1.1

Full LR(l) Compression

The first algorithm presented by Aho et al. is the basic method for constructing

LALR parse tables. The algorithm of this method is shown in Figure 2.1. In the
algorithm, the collection of sets of full

LR(l) items (states of a parser) for the

grammff is initially consfructed and then the state compression process for

LALR(I) is preformed.

States with identical core sets are merged into one by

forming the union of lookahead sets for matching core items in the state.

After the state compression process is done, the parse table for the grammar
can be constructed. Each entry of the table is initialized. The parsing actions for
states of a parser can be determined by the items and the entries of the action and

goto table are set accordingly.

If

there are no parsing action conflicts, the

LALR(I) parsing table for rhe grammar is built and the grammar is LALR(1).
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Construct C - {Io, Ir, ..., InI , the co}l_ection of sets of
LR(1) items for the augmented grammar G;
FOR each core item among the set of LR(1) items DO
Find all- sets having that. core and replace these sets
by the union operation,'
Let D - {Jo, Jr, ..., J^\ be the resulting set.s of LR(1)
items;

-L

.-

U¡

REPEAT

Initialize
entries of current state of action and goto
tabl-e t.o "error";
(* Construct state j of the parser from Jt *)

REPEAT

IF (tÄ -+ a.aþ, b1 is in Jr) AND
(GOTO (4, a) = Ji) THEN
Set actionli, al to "shift j";
IF ( [.4 -+ d. , a] is in Jr) AND (A * S') THEN
Set actionli, al to "reduce .A + a";
IF [S' -) S., $] is in Jt THEN
Set action Ii, $] to "accept",.
TF conflicts resul-t from the above rules THEN
the grammar is not LALR(1),'
IF J, is the union of one or more sets of LR(1) items

Jt : fo U fp*¡ (J ... [J fn such that Io, Ip+tr
...t fn all have the same core and thus the cores- of
such that

(Ip,

GOTO

A)

Same THEN

,

GOTO

(Iontr

A) ,

...,

GOTO

(rs, ,4) are the

BEGIN

l-et Jn be the union of all set.s of items having
the same core as GOTO(I', A) and GOTO(,Ji, A) :
Jnì

gotoli,

Al ': q;

END;

UNTIL
;

.:

al-I items in the current state are

'1 .
r' JI
L,

UNTIL al-lFigure

complete,.

states are

2.1.

compleLe,.

Easy, but space-consum¡ng LALR table construct¡on.

t4

This LALR table construction is an easy and straightforward method of
computing lookahead sets for LALR parsing, but the cost in space and time is high
due to the construction of the entire collection of LR(1) sets of items required in
the process. Therefore, Aho presented a second algorithm which is a more efficient

construction method for LALR parse tables.

2.L.2

Spontaneous and Propagated Lookaheads

A more efficient LALR table construction
constn¡ction of the

method is obtained by avoiding the

full collection of LR(1) item sets. It

uses the LR(O) kernel

items, and computes spontaneous and propagated lookahead

for the

table

construction.

Kernel items are either the initial item

[s' -) .s, $], or items with a dot

somewhere other than at the beginning of the right part. Reduce actions are always
generated by kernel items of the form [A

-)

G.], or closure items for which

cr,

=

e.

A reduction by A -+ e is specified for an input a if and only if there is a kernel
item [B -+ y.Cð, b] such that C =å*,,,,

Aî for some q (perhaps

C = A and n = e) and

¿ is in FIRST(qôå). The set of nonterminals A can be precomputed fo¡
nonterminal C
shifted

if

if

there is a derivation C =+*,-

and only

if

Aq. For a shift action, an input ø is

there is a kernel item [B -+ y.Cô,

ax (perhaps C = a and x =

each

b]

and a derivation C

=*,,"

e). The set of shift symbols like a can also be

15

precomputed for each nonterminal C.

To construct a state, the function GOTO(I, X) is used where 1 is a set of
items and X is a grammar symbol. An item [B -+ Tx.ô, å] is in the kernel of

Goro(I, Ð if

there is an item IB

+

T.xô, å] in the kernel of

/. If an item [B +

T.Cõ, ål is in the kernel of I and Ç =1*,'', Ar1 for some l, then an item IA -+ X.þ, a]

is also in the kernel of GOTO(I,

Ð.

Therefore, the GOTO nansitions for sets of

items can be precomputed from kernels by using the above methods.

There are two types
process. Let IB -+
some

q

(perhaps

Goro(I, x). If

rCô]

of

lookahead symbols which are generated

be an LR(0) item in the kernel of 1, let

C = A and I = e), and let IA

ø is in FIRST(r'¡ô), item A

the

f 4*,- Ar1 for

X.B] be an LR(Q) item in

+ x.þ is derived from ^B -+ y.cõ, and

Ç 3*,,,, Aq, then IA -¿ X.þ, a] is in GOTO(I,
"spontaneous lookahead".

+

in

X).

The lookahead a is called

a

If r1ô e* s, the lookahead ø is called a "propagated

lookahead". The algorithm for determining propagated and spontaneous lookaheads

is shown in Figure 2.2. In the figure, a dummy lookahead symbol # is used to
detect lookahead propagation. The function CLOSURE computes the set of items

l

constructed from an item B -+ y.ô in

K.

Initially, the kernels K of the sets of

LR(O) items for the augmented grammar are constructed by using the algorithm

outlined above. To determine spontaneous and propagate lookaheads, each item

B -+ y'õ in the kernels K of the sets of LR(O) item must be visited. For each
kernel item, the collection of closure items -I is computed.
T6

If

an item IA

+

g.XP,

¿l is in J and lookahead a is not the dummy symbol #, then the item LA + o.xp,

al

causes lookahead a to be spontaneously generated for kernel item

GOTO(I,

A -+ aX.B in

Ð. If a closure item lA -+ cr.XP, #l is in "I and the lookahead is the

dummy symbol #, then lookaheads propagate from B -+ y.õ in 1to A -+ ox.B in
GOTO(1, X).

FOR

each item B -+ y.ô in K

DO

BEGÏN

J :: CLOSURE ( { [r -+ y.ô, fi] );
IF [,4 -+ c.xB, a] is in J where a is not # fgpn
l-ookahead a is generated spontaneousJ_y for
item Ä -+ üX. F in GOTO (f , X) ;
IF [Ä -+ d.xþ, #] is in J THEN
l-ookaheads_propagate from tr + y.ð in .r to
Ä -+ c[x.B in GoTo(r, x);

END,.

Figure

2.2.

Determining propagated and spontaneous lookaheads.

Having presented all the above brief descriptions of consfructing the kernel
items of the sets of LR(O) items for a grammar and determining the spontaneous
and propagate lookaheads, the efficient computation of the kernels of the

LALR(I)

collection of sets of items can be introduced. To find the lookaheads associated
with items in the kernels of sets of LR(O) items, the algorithm in Figure 2.2 is used
to obtain the information for lookaheads which either are generated spontaneously

or propagate to an item, and repeated passes over kernel items in all sets are
preformed until no further propagation is possible. The algorithm in Figure 2.3

t7

describes the efficient computation of the kernels of the

LALR(I) collection of sets

of items.
This method is much more efficient than the pervious algorithm.

It

saves

execution time and required space in the construction process proportional to the

relative size of LR(1) and LALR(1) tables.

Construct the kernels of seLs of LR(0) items for
augmented girammar,'

an

the kernel- of each set of Ln(O) items DO
Apply the algorit.hm in Figure 2.2 and store the resuj_t

FOR

in

(x

*)

R;

Initially, each item has associated with its
spontaneous lookaheads from R.

rnit.ial-ize a table that gives the associated
for each kernel item in each set of j_tems,.
REPEAT

FOR

l-ookaheads

the kernel- items in al_l_ seLs DO
IF an item i tabulated in .R THEN
BEGIN
IF there are kernel items to which item i
propagates its lookaheads THEN
Add the current lookahead set for i to each
of the associated items to which i
propagat.es it.s l-ookaheads,.

BEGIN

END;
END,.

UNTIL no more new lookaheads are propagated,Figure

2.3. computation of kernels of LALR(1) collections of items.
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2.2 DeRemer's Bfficient LALR Computation
In

1982, DeRemer and Pennello presented the paper "Efficient Computation of

LALR(I) Lookahead Sets" [DeR82]. The purpose of the paper is to investigate

the

essential structure of the problem of inadequate states in an LR(0) automaton and

to show an efficient algorithm to compute LALR(I) lookahead sets. To understand
DeRemer's lookahead set generation method for

LALR(I)

parsers, we need to

understand some terminology in the paper.

In an LR(O) automaton, states are connected by transitions. A transítion (q,

Ð

is a member of Q

v is a finite

x

V, where Q is a finite set of states in an LR(O) automaton,

set of all nonterminals and terminals, such that q

fansition (q, a) is called a terminal transition if and only if a
(q, A) is called nonterminal transítion

ee

and

x e v. A

e Vr. A transition

if and only if A e Vr. A transition

(q, X)

can be represented by

q4p
where

p is the destínation state, the next

2.2.1

state of

q for the symbol X.

The Algorithm

DeRemer gives a definition of LALR(1) lookahead symbols for a complete item

[A -+ a.] in a state q as the follows:

t9

LA(q, A

+ a) -

{a e V..l S =+*,* ôAccrl and ða

accesses 4}

where "ôo accesses q" means that a scanning of the string ôcr results in a sequence

of state fansitions from the start state to the last state q.

In

order

to

compute the lookahead sets, the FOLLOW sets

of

the

nonterminal fansitions must be used. The FOLLo'W setl is defined as:

FOLLOW(p, A)

-

{a e yr LS =+* ôAacrl and ô accesses p}.

A FOLLOW set is a set of terminal symbols which can follow A in a sentential
form whose prefix õ accesses state

p.

Therefore, each lookahead set is the union

of some related FOLLOW sets. It can be shown thar:

LA(q,A -+

cr) =

Ufr'oll-ow(p, A) | (p,A) is a nonrerminal transition
and

The lookahead set for an item [A -+

P -'f-+ aJ'

s.] in state 4 is the union of FOLLOW sets

from some state p to the destination state q for the string a.
Intuitively, a state p will be on the top of the parser stack if the reduction
for the item [A -+ o.] in state 4 is applied and lal smtes are popped off the srack.
The parser reads

A with a lookahead

symbol

of

a.

This situation is shown

diagrammatically in Figure 2.4. The input symbol a is in

<i<

n.

FoLLowþ,,,4) for

1

Any of the states pt to pn serve to remember left context of input.

This definition of the FOLLOW set is related to but.
different from the one used in the SLR construction

method.

20

Therefore, the lookback relation is introduced to capture the nonterminal transitions
(pu

A).

The definition of LOOKBACK is given as follows:
(q, A -+ cr) LOOKBACK (p, A)

if

and only

if

p -Ï.-+ q.
Therefore,

LA(q,A

+

a) = U{r'orl-ow(p, A) | (q,A

+

u) LooKBA cK (p, A)J.

r¡TTFOLLOW(Pr,.A)

¡l¡r

is contained in

LA(q, A-+ u)
which contains

r r ¡ .

¡!¡!

Figure

2.4.

FOLLOV/(P,,A)

Relationship of lookahead sets and FoLLow sets.

In particular, the FoLLow sets are interrelated. This can be shown
FOLLOW(7', B) E FOLLOW(p, A)

B -+ þAy, y =+* e and p'-P..-> p.

21

if

as

Diagrammatically,

. ¡ t r

¡tt¡

FOLLOW(P"B)
is contained in

FOLLOW(P, A)
ata¡

Figure

2.5. lnterrelationship

among FOLLOW sets.

For the above figure, let us say that some string
ô1. accesses state

p. There is a reduction

,B

cr,

accesses state p¿, and the string

-+ M0 in state q for the input õLAe,

but the string ôl,A can be reduced early because of string ôLAe where 0 is empty.
The inclusion relation shows that symbols provided by FOLLOW(7', B) are also

in FOLLOW(p, A). Therefore, the inclusion is defined
(p, A) INCLUDES (p', B)

B
Thus, FOLLOW(7', B)

c

+

if

as:

and only

if

IA0, 0 :;* e and p' -I.-+ p.

FOLLOW(p, A)

A function Read, which is

a set

if

(p, A) INCLUDES (p', B).

of terminal symbols following a nonterminal

transition, is now inÍoduced. The Read set is a subset of FOLLO'W set for

a

transition (p, A) such that
Readþ, A)

c

FOLLOW(p, A).

The following diagram illusfrates the situation for Read:

p

4

qo-+.1 -+
Y

+*

q^+

e.

From the above diagram, a set of terminals can be read before any phrase including

A is reduced by using Readþ, A). The function can be decomposed as below:
Read(p, A) = DRØ, A) w U(Read(r, C) | (p,,4) READS (r, C)
where

DR(p, A)

= {a e Vrl p 4 r

+

J

and

(p, A) READS (r, C)

if and only if p 5 r 5

and C

e.

=*

The DR function is a set of terminals which is directly read after a nonterminal

transition. The union of Read(r, C) can be applied if two nonterminal fansition
(p, A) and (r, C) have the READS relation which means that symbols can be
indirectly read when the nullable nonterminal C can follow the nonterminal A.
Therefore, the FOLLOW set can now be formed as:

FOLLOW(p, A)

- Readþ, A) u U IFOLLOW(7', B)

I

(p, A) INCLUDES (p', B)).

DeRemer has also formulated

a graph traversal algorithm for LALR

computation. It is used to compute the Read and FOLLO'W sets in time linear in
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the size of the relations. The details of the algorithm can be found in the paper
[DeR82].

In the paper [DeR82], a kind of parser called Not-Quite LALR(I)
NQLALR(I) is presented. This parser exists because

or

some researchers invented

independently an oversimplification of the computation of LALR(1) lookahead sets,

and these computation methods involve another relation RECEIVES which is

closely related to DeRemer's relations (INCLUDES and READS). DeRemer
claims that only a few programming language grammars are LALR and not
NQLALR, and NQLALR is a large improvement over SLR. This claim becomes
an argument on the relationship between SLR(1) and NQLALR(I) grammars for
some researchers. Therefore, Manuel Bermudez and Karl Schimpf presented their

paper [Ber88] to prove the arguments. The details of NQLALR(I) grammars can
be found in the papers [DeR82] and [Ber88].

From DeRemer and Pennello's lookahead generation technique, the essential

structure

of the problem of computing LALR(I)

lookahead sets

is solved by

defining the INCLUDES and READS relations. The resulting table in the paper
[DeR82] shows the relation sizes, sets required, timing statistics, and a comparison

with YACC. DeRemer's lookahead technique is significantly more efficient than
YACC's.
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2.3 Park's LALR Formalisms
The paper

"A New Analysis of LALR Formalisms" was presented by Park, Choe

and Chang

in

1985 [Par85]. They reexamine the traditional LALR analysis by

using a new operator ô and an associated L-graph to compute LALR(I) lookahead
sets

for states of the LR(0) canonical collection. The paper tParS5l claims that its

LALR computational method improves the execution time and required storage of
parser generation compared with older methods.

In the paper [Par85], the basic terminology and definitions are consistent
with Aho and Ullman [Aho72]. A special notation @* which is defined as a

@n

Ê = FIRSf*(crÊ) is used. A function called PRED is akin to the inverse of the
function GOTO. Thus,
PRED(p, a)
where

p

and

q

= [q lp e GOTO(q,

o()]

are two different LR(O) canonical states, cr be any string

the definition of

Goro

in V " , and

has been extended to a string such that

GOTO(p, Xcr) = GOTO( GOTO(p, X),

s)

and

GOTO(p, e)

2.3.1

-

p.

The New Operator ð and the L-graph

The operator ô which is a mapping in the power set of LR(k) items lA -+

25

a.xþ, ul

is defined

as:

ð{[A -+ cr.XÞ, u)J = {[X -+

.<rl,

)] I X +

FIRST*( Þø

co

e P].

Iteratively, the CLOSURE operation can be defined by the reflexive-transitive
completion õ. of õ:

CLOSURE(IA -+ o(.XP, u])

A left dependency
properties of

ô.

relation

The relation

-

ô-[[¿ -+ a.XB, ø]].

L is introduced, which derives from the

L is a subset of Vr x

V,u.

A nonterminal B has a left
there is a production ,B

+

Cy. The L-graph is the directed graph associated with the relation L. It

is

dependency relation with a nonterminal C

if and only if

structured by pairs of vertices connected by a directed edge. Diagrammatically,

Figure

2.6.

Diagrammatical view of relation L.

where .B is the left hand side of a production and y is the rest of right hand side

following C.
The definition of õ can now be reformulated as the one below because of
the properties of the left dependency relation

L

and the L-graph.

ð{[A -+ cr.BP, u)] = {[C -+.y, Path*(B, C)

BL"-tC,C-+yeP]
26

@* FIRSTk( Fø

)]

|

where
Path*(^B, C)

Bo

= u{FIRSTk(P"... P,) lBo

- B, Bn = C, n 2 0,

+ B,F, € P, Bt --> Bzþz € P, ..., Bn_r ì

,8,B,

e p].

The sequence Pr ... Ê,, in the function Path*(B, C) describes a path f¡om

^B

to C in

the L-graph. This situation can be shown diagrammatically as below:

mp,', *,ffi
il

Bo

B'
Figure

Bn-l

2.7.

il
Bn

L-graph for Path*(B,C).

Therefore, the transitive completion ô. of ô is

ô-{[¿ -+

cr..BB,

u]J = [[C

+.y, Path*(B, C) @r FIRST*(Fø)]

I

BL*C,C-+TeP].
From the above definition which can capture the CLOSURE operation recursively,
the total number of paths involved in a grammar is finite even though cycles may
be present in an L-graph. Cycles never need be traversed more than

k (number of

lookahead) times because paths of finite length are computed by FIRST.
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2.3.2

LALR Lookahead

Sets

The formula for LALR lookahead sets leads to an efficient method of computation
because

of the useful properties of õ and the L-graph. The LALR lookahead set

is defined as follows:

LA(p, IA -+ crr.crz]) =
{x I x e Path*(A', A)

@* FIRSTk(Pr) @k LAk(q,

4 e PRED(p, u), A'L*A, [B
where

+

IB

þr.A'þr]

+

p,.A,B2l),

e Knl

4 it the kernel set of state q. For the above formula, two nested union-

loops are involved. The first union part of the formul a is q

e PRED(p, u,) because

some states q may be reached from the transition (p, a,,) by a backward traversal

of edges on the transition graph. The second union part of the formula is that there
may be more than one item [B

)

þr.A'þr] in the kernel of state 4 such that A'L*A.

Thus, the formula can be recast as follows:

LA(p' lA -+ ût'crzl)

a

e nnan!,
@k

a,¡

¡a

-+

þr.,Fe,L*Aþ)

. rn Path(A', ¿¡

FIRST*(Þr) @* LAr(q, ÍB -+ 9,.4'Êrl).

This formalism can apply to other known LALR(I) computation methods such as

[DeR82]. The notation Path(A', A) which depends only on nonterminals can be
calculated once for all states and can eliminate the recursive computation in other

known methods. Since Park's formalism deals only with items in the kernel of

a

state, space and/or time overhead for dealing with items due to õ* are eliminated.
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In the paper [Par85], various known
lookahead sets are selected

methods

for

compuúng LALR

for Park's LALR formalism experiment.

Four

algorithms to which Park's formalism is applicable are: (1) recursion only (R); (2)

modified recursion using the new formalism (NR); (3) digraph Eaversal only (D);
and (4) modified digraph traversal

(ND). The details of the algorithms can be

found in the paper [Par85].

2.4

fves's LALR Lookahead Set Algorithms

Fred Ives presented a paper called "Unifying View of Recent
Set Algorithms"

LALR(I) Lookahead

in 1986 [Ive86]. The paper shows a new LALR(I) lookahead

set

algorithm which has been developed from Aho and Ullman's original algorithm and

modified by taking advantage of the efficient methods of DeRemer and Pennello
[DeR82] and of Park, Choe, and Chang [Par85].
In the paper [Ive86], all of the algorithms and notations presented follow the
approach

of the papers [DeR82] and [Par85]. The LALR(I)

lookahead

ser

algorithms are defined as the follows:
Set(4, A) = Initial_Set(q, A)

u U [Setþ, B) | (q, A) s_include

(p,

B)l

and

Lookahead(r, A -+ o) = Initial_Lookahead(r, A

+

o) \J

U Set(q, A) I (r, A -+ o) l_include (q, A).

Basically, Ives's algorithm is derived from Park's algorithm, so the recursive
29

definition of the function Ser as follows:
Follow(4, A) = w ctx(C, A) O FIRST(p) @ Set(4, C)
and

set(q,

c) = u ctx(c" A') @ FIRST(p',) @ Set(4,

where ctx(C, A) is same as Path(C, A) defined
Because

C',)

in the park's paper [parg5].

of this convention, the new definitions for the sets and relations for

computing the LALR(1) lookahead sers are given as:

Initial_Set(q, C) = U ctx(C', A') CI FIRST(þ'), [A' -+ a.CB] e Kr, Ê
c[ accesses 4 from

(q, C) s_include (p, C')
cx,

,,

p, lA" -+ u'.C'þ'f e Ko, C'L*A,.

if and only if ÍA' + o.Cpl e Ko, Ê =+* ,,

accesses q from

Initial Lookahead(r, A

**

p, lA" -+ a'.C'þ'f e Ko, C,L*A,.

-) o) = t-r ctx(C, A) @ FIRST(B), fA, -+ o.CFl e K,
CL*A,

o

accesses

r from

(r, A -+ o) l_include (q, A) if and only

o

accesses

4.

jf lA' -+ o.CBl e

Ko, CL*A,

r from q.

By applying the lookahead set algorithms to several grammars, Ives gets a
better outcome in the size of the relations and the number of intermediate sets.

seems that lves's

It

LALR(I) algorithms will provide good performance for

computing lookahead sets.
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Park's rebuttal

2.4.1

In the paper called "Remarks on Recent Algorithms for LALR Lookahead

Sets"

[Par87], Park raises questions about the improvement of his algorithm in the Ives's

paper [Ive86]. Park points out that apart from changes in notation such as ctx(C,

A) for Path(C, A), "o

accesses

r from q" foÍ 4 e

PRED(r, o),

etc. The major

difference between lves's algorithms and his own is in the formulas for lookahead
and FOLLOW sets. In Ives's algorithm, the formulas are shown as:

LA(r, ,4 -+ o) =

u

Path(C, A) @ FIRST(B) @ Set(a, C)

and

Set(q, C) =

v

Path(C', A') @ FIRST(B') @ Set(q, C').

These formulas in Park's algorithm are below:

LA(r, A -+ o) = u Path(C, A)

@

FOLLOW(4, C), q

C'L*A, lA' -+ o.CÞl

e

e PRED(r, o),

Knl

and

FOLLOW(q, C) =

[A'

-->

o.CF] e

u

Ko,

FIRST(P) @ Path(C', A') @ FOLLOW(,, C'),

p e PRED(q, a), C'L*A',1A" -+ d.C'þ'l

.

Ko.

In Ives's algorithm, the FoLLoW set is facrored out by using FIRST(Ê). park
mentions that this approach

will incur more union operations in

calculating

lookahead sets. In addition, the idea of include relations (s_include and l-include)

in Ives's algorithm appears to be superfluous because both relations have similar

3l

functions. Anyway, Park's paper [Par87] is only the rebuttal to the claim and the

trivial changes of notation in Ives's paper [Ive86].
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Chapter

3

Review of Noncanonical SLR(I)

Parser Construction

For single-phase parsing, the well known parsing techniques SLR(I), LALR(I) and

LR(l) are not adequate,

because they are canonical, which means that reductions

are applied to the leftmost phrases of handles, with one terminal symbol of

lookahead. In single-phase parsing all the terminal symbols are single input
characters, and a single character

is seldom enough lookahead information for

making parsing decisions for real programming languages.
Because of the limitation of these canonical parsing methods, noncanonical

parsing was introduced. Noncanonical parsing allows greater freedom to select a
phrase for reduction. There are two advantages of noncanonical parsing. The first

one is that a larger set of grammars can be deterministically parsed. The second
one is that some nondeterministic languages are parsable.
JJ

In the development of parsing techniques, some existing parsing

methods

have been extended to become noncanonical parsing methods. This extension
increases the power

of original parsers without decreasing their efficiency. An

example of such a method, called noncenonical SLR(I), or NSLR(I
presented by

) for short,

was

Tai [Tai79]. This parsing method was selected by Salomon

and

Cormack to support automatic parser generation for character-level grammars. In

the following section, NSLR(I) parsing and parser generation techniques

are

reviewed.

3.1

Noncanonical SLR(I) Parsers

The noncanonical SLR(I) parsing technique is presented in [Tai79]. It is a fairly

simple noncanonical extension to the SLR(1) parsing, and provides enhanced
lookahead capabilities. In this section, the parser
section, parser construction

will

will

be described, and in the next

be presented.

An NSLR(I) parser which is shown schematically in Figure 3.1 consists of
two stacks (a state stack and a lookahead stack) and parse tables. The lookahead
stack contains the lookahead symbol or a token pushed on from the input stream

when

it is empty. During parsing, the state stack contains

a sequence of states in

a noncanonical SLR(I) parser. The NSLR(I) parser uses the four usual parser
actions, which are shÌft, reduce, error, and accepf, but the shift and reduce actions
are slightly different. The reduce action is redefined so that after popping zero or
34

more states from the state stack, the reduced symbol is pushed back onto the
lookahead stack to serve as the lookahead symbol for the next parser action. In

a

canonical SLR(1) parser, in confrast, the reduced symbol is discarded and a new
state pushed onto the state stack. In the shift action, the parser pops a symbol from

the lookahead stack and pushes a state, which is determined by the GOTO funcrion,

onto the state stack. The shift action is different from the canonicat shift in that

it may also shift nonterminal

symbols pushed onto the lookahead stack by reduce

actions, whereas the usual definition can only shift terminal symbols.

Finite-State
Automaton
State

Stack

Figure

3.1. NSLR(1) parser.

In the NSLR(I) parser algorithm in Figure 3.2, initially the stare

stack

contains the start state and the lookahead stack is empty. The next input symbol

in the input sfteam will be transferred onto the lookahead stack when it is empty.
The acttonlq, Yl denotes the relation between the top state q of the state stack and
the top symbol Y of the lookahead stack.
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If actionfq, Yl is shift

n, rhen the parser

pops a symbol from the lookahead stack and pushes state n onto the state stack.

If the actíonfq, Yl is reduce A -+ ct, then the parser pops lal states from

the state

stack, and pushes the resulting nonterminal A onto the lookahead stack.

If

the

entry actionlq, Yl is either accept oÍ error, then the parser generates a message
which is either "accept" or "reject", and terminates the parsing.

(* fnitially,
state stack

,

l-ookahead stack is empty. *)

= start stãte;

LOOP

IF lookaheacl stack : empty THEN
PUSH ( lookahead stack, nexL input symbol
q .: TOp ( stat.e_stack ) ;
Y '= TOP( Iookahead_stack );
CASE actionlqt yl OF
shift n:
BEGIN

POP ( Ìookahead stack ) ;
PUSH ( state stãck, state

END,.

reduce A )

n

);

u.:

BEGIN

i .= 1 to lGl DO
( state stack ) ;
PUSH( lookahãad, A );
FOR

pOp

END

accept:
EXIT;

error:
ABORT;

END,' (*
END,' (x

CASE

)k)

LOOP *)

Figure

3.2.

NSLR pars¡ng algorithm.
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);

3.2

Noncanonical SLR(I) Parser Construction

The NSLR(1) parser consfuction begins by building SLR(I) parse tables. When
an inadequate item set appears, state expansion is used to postpone any conflicting

reductions and continue parsing the right context in order to obtain nonterminals

for lookahead. Because additional right context is used in the reduction of the new
lookahead, the new lookahead symbol can often resolve the original conflict.

3.2.L

State Expansion

The most significant part of the NSLR(I) parser algorithm is the srare expansion
algorithm applied when a conflict arises in a state. Every conflicting item involves

a set of lookahead symbols. Some conflicts can be resolved by

nonterminal

lookahead symbols which are not used in canonical parsers.

To illuminate the construction of noncanonical SLR(I) parsers, a simple
example is used. Consider the following grammar G presented by Tai [Tai79]:

.ç -+
A +
B -+
D-+c
E-+c

Aa I Bb
DAID
EB I E

An SLR(I) automaton shown in Figure 3.3 can be generated for the above
grammar. As seen in Figure 3.3, an SLR(1) parser for such a grammar would not
be consistent because there are two conflicting items in the state 56. In this state,
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there

is a conflict on the lookahead symbol

c.

To resolve this conflict, the

NSLR(I) parser uses the complete FOLLOW set (including nonterminal symbols)
of D and E. The

c}.

{b, E, B,

FoLLow

set of

D is {a, D, A, c} and the FoLLow set of E is

These two sets are not disjoint because of the lookahead symbol c.

The NSLR(1) parser deletes the symbol c from all lookahead sets and adds items

for all rules of the form F -> c cx such that F is in one of the conflicting lookahead
sets. As a result, state

Su

shown in Figure 3.4 has been made consistent by using

noncanonical state expansion. The grammar is NSLR(l), but not SLR(I).

S'* Sr$
^A
^t
ùÐoùÞ

S*oAo
S

- ¡Bb

A* rDA
A- oD
B-TEB
B * oE
D* rc

S

-

B.b

ff+DoA

A*D¡
{o}
-+.DA
A*¡D

D-¡c

E

C.

B*EoB

{o, c}
{b, C}

B-E. {b}
B* rEB
B - rE

E*oc
Figure

A-

DAr

{o}

fi

E-.c

D-c¡
.-

S- Bbo {S

3.3.

D-c¡ {o,c}
B

-

E*C.

SLR(1) automaton for grammar G.
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EBr {o}

{b,C}

D-C¡
E

Figure

3.4.

-+

{O,D,A}
Co {b, E, B}

Noncanonical state expansion of state

Su.

Although the NSLR(I) parser generation can resolve conflicts by using state
expansion, the character-level grammars for actual programming languages may not
be accepted because of the incorrect handling of lookahead sets of some states and

e-productions by state expansion in the original algorithm. In Tai's paper lTai79l,
the lookahead sets of all states except the expanded states contain only terminal

symbols. This produces incorrect parsers for some grammars. In addition, for
handling an e-production in an expanded state, Tai's algorithm may generate many
useless items which can produce more conflicts. In order to make

NSLR(I) parsers

useful for parsing character-level grammars, an improved NSLR(I) construction

algorithm was devised by Salomon and Cormack.

3.3

Improved NSLR parser

Salomon and Cormack made several corrections and enhancements

to Tai's

algorithm. In their algorithm, three new sets are needed as shown below:

VISIBLE = IX I X =+. x for some x in Vr*].
NEEDED-FOLLOW(A) = {x I B

+

uYþxy for some B, A is in LAST(}"),
and B =+* e).

HIDDEN(A) = [X lX is in VISIBLE, A

=

crxp,

a#

e and cr _r* e].

The set VISIBLE contains nonterminal symbols which cannot generate empty
strings. The function NEEDED-FOLLOW is a set of lookahead symbols which
are needed in unreduced form, and hence must not be noncanonically reduced to
resolve a conflict involving a reduction to .4. The function HIDDEN(A) is a set of

visible symbols in FIRST(A) which can be preceded by symbols that can generate
empty strings.

In Tai's original algorithm, the complete FOLLOW

sets (including

nonterminal symbols) are used only for expanded states, but it has been shown that

the use of the complete FOLLOW sets may be necessary for any state, either
expanded or unexpanded. The improved NSLR parser generation algorithm is
shown in Figure 3.5. From the algorithm, it can be seen that invisible symbols are

not include in lookahead sets. This enhancement results in a larger set of
grammars being accepted by the NSLR(I) parser generator.

In the improved

NSLR(1) parsing algorithm, no e-items can be produced during state expansion.
This change reduces new conflicts added by using Tai's method, because e-items
are complete items and have lookahead sets.
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REPEAT

Compute next LR(0) state g for t.he grammar.

To each compl-ete item It : [À + cr.] attach
a lookahead set Li = FOLLOW (.4) n Vf Sf BLE
and a needed lookahead set
Ntr, = NEEDED_FOLLOI{(Ä) rì VISIBLE.

IF state g has a conflict THEN
FOR each conflict.ing lookahead symbol X

DO

resoLved ' = TRUE;
each complete item fl = [Ä + cr. ]
such that X is in ¿i DO
IF X is in N¿i OR X is in HIDDEN (B)
for some B in Lí THEN
resol-ved : = FALSE

FOR

ELSE

each rul-e B -+ Xp where B in Lr
Add item [B -+ .XÞ] to q;
END; (* FOR *.)
END; (* fF *)
END'' (* FOR *)
FOR

DO

fF resol-ved THEN
remove X from fi
ELSE

the grammar is not NSLR(1)
END'' ('k IF *)
END,' (* FOR *)
END,' (* IF x)
UNTIL alI st.ates compJ_ete;
Figure

3.5.

NSLR parser construction algor¡thm.
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Chapter

4

l{oncanonical Hybrid LR (h{HLR)
Parser Generation

In

Chapter 1, the motivation

for

single-phase parsing, the idea

of

complete

character-level grammars, and the objective of this thesis were presented. A review

of LALR lookahead computation and the noncanonical SLR(I) parsing method
appears

in Chapter 2

and

3. The purpose of this chapter is ro give a detailed

description of noncanonical hybrid LR(1) parsers and parser generators.

The noncanonical hybrid LR parser generation method is called hybrid
because

it

combines techniques from both LALR and noncanonical simple LR

pÍÌrser generation.

It would

be preferable to develop a noncanonical

LALR parser

generator, that uses no simple techniques at all, but the development of such a pure

NLALR method poses stubborn theoretical problems. The NHLR method resorts
to simple techniques when necessary to avoid the unresolved problems with the
42

non-simple techniques.

The main difference between the SLR and LALR parser generation
methods2 is the computation of lookahead sets for complete items. In SLR parsing

method, a lookahead set for an item is the FOLLOW set of the nonterminal symbol

which appears

as the

left hand side of the production for the item, and is only used

for complete items in a parser. In LALR parsing method, a lookahead set which

is the exact right context of an item is computed recursively for each particular

item. This extra lookahead information is carried with each item. Therefore, the

LALR lookahead

sets are more accurate than the FOLLOW sets used

in

SLR

parsing. Normally, the LALR lookahead set is a subset of the FOLLOW set for
the same item.
To illustrate the lookahead computation in SLR and LALR parsing, a simple
example is given. Consider the following augmented grammar G,:

S' -)
.t -+
T-+E
T-+ad
F-+E
E -+
E-àa

S$

TcFd

Eba

The sets of LR(O) items for the grammil G, can be constructed canonically. The
LR(O) item sets, FOLLOW sets, and LALR lookahead sets would be as follows:

The parsing methods describing here are canonical parsing
FOLLOW and lookahead sets contain only
terminal symbols.

methods so the
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FOLLOW

LR(O) items

So:

S'
,s

T
T
E
E

Sr:
Sz:
S¡:
S¿:
Ss:
So:

{}
{$}
{c}

ofr

{c, bl
{c, bJ

S'

s.$

{}

S

T.cFd

t$]

T
E
T
E

-)
-)

+

-+
-+

-)

S'

-)

E.
E.ba

Ic]

icJ

Ic]
{c,

bJ

a.d
a.

{c, d, b}

{c}
{c, bl

s$.

{}

t]

Tc.Fd
.E
.Eba
.a

{dl

E

Eb.a

{c, d, b}

T

ad.

'S

E
E

-+
-+
-+

E

{$}
{d, bJ
{d, bJ

{c}

TcF.d

^S

Sror F

Figure

-+
-+
-+

.s$
.TcFd
.ad
.Eba
.a

F
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4.1. Collection of LR(O) items, FOLLOW
sets of grammar G,.
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sets, and LALR lookahead

For the set of LR(0) items in state

So, a parser

may perform either a shift action

for the item [7 -+ a.d] or a reduce action for the item [E -è a.l depending on rhe
next input symbol. For an SLR parser, this state is inadequate due to a shift/reduce

conflict. The symbol d is the shift symbol for the item [Z + a.d]. The lookahead
set for the complete item lE

symbols c, d, and

b.

-+ ø.1 is the FOLLOW(E) which contains terminal

As a result, an SLR parser for the grammff G, would not

know whether to shift for the item [Z

the input symbol

-->

a.df or to reduce for the item [E

+

c.]

on

d. Even if noncanonical state expansion is used, the conflict

cannot be resolved because there are no productions of the

form A

+

dn which

could be used to shift d and reduce to it to a nonterminal A to resolve the conflict.

Similarly, since E is in LAST(F), and d immediately follows F in production 2,
therefore

d is in NEEDED-FOLLOW(E) and hence

cannot be shifted

by

a

noncanonical expansion item.
The LALR parser generation method eliminates the conflict from the parser

for grammffi Gt. The LALR lookahead set for the complete item ÍE -+ a.l at state
So

contains only the terminal symbols c and

G, has an input d at the state

So, a

b. If

an

LALR parser for the grammar

shift action for the item [T -+ a.d] will be

preformed, because the symbol d is not contained in the lookahead set of the item

lE -+ a,l.
The above example shows that the lookahead sets in the LALR parsing
method have a higher ability to resolve conflicts than the FOLLOW sets of the
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SLR parsing method.

In an LALR

parser, there

is

some extra lookahead

information carried in every state. This information helps to determine when

a

reduction is valid for each complete item [A -+ ü.].

In the discussion of the LALR

parsing technique

in

Chapter

2,

some

methods of computing LALR lookahead sets were presented. These computational
methods have different degrees of efficiency

in terms of space consumption

and

computation time. For the experimental development of the noncanonical hybrid

LR (NHLR) parsing method, a simple and moderately efficient

is used. The following section presents

the

in detail. A relatively simple method was used for

the

computing lookahead sets
computational method

merhod of

prototype NHLR parser generator, rather than one of the complex, highly efficient
methods, because

it

had not yet been shown that NHLR parsers are useful. When

the value of NHLR parsers is proven, then more efficient parser generators can be

written.

4.L

Lookahead Computation

In LR parsing, an LR item [A

-) G.F, L] is said to be valid if the left context

of the

item (including the string on the left side of the dot of the item) has
recognized and the current lookahead symbol is in
the valid item. In other words,

if

L.

Let y be the left context for

there is a prefix y for the item [A
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been

-

o.p, L] and

there is a derivation S =+*,. ôA

is the first symbol of

o

Ð,,,.,

ôaBol, then the prefix y is equal to

õs

and

L

crl.

Since the above property for LR items is assumed, the computation of
lookahead becomes possible. Consider an LR item [,4

prefix y. If there is a derivation S =+.,* ôAB
rrlB can derive a

becomes $

e*,-

+,_

-+

cr.^BCI,

with a valid

ôaBcoB, then T = ôcr. Assume that

terminal string bc and there is a production B
yBbc +,^^¡?rbc. Therefore, an item [B

prefix y and å is in FIRST(crlB

r]

+

+

.?",

7v.

The derivation

bf is also valid for

L). If roB can derive null, then b e L.

The algorithm

for the lookahead computation is shown in Figure 4.2.

Let item lA -+ c[.8û), L^] be a kernel item in a set of
LR(0) items I;
LA :: Ff RST ( co.L, ) ;
each item [B -+ .L, L,] in .r
Ln ': Ln \J LA,'

FOR

Figure

4.2.

DO

Lookahead computat¡on algorithm.

Figure 4.2 shows a straightforward method of computing the lookahead for
each

item. Initially, the lookahead

set

in all LR items is initialized to be empty.

The input of the algorithm is an LR item [A -+

cx,..B{Ð,

l,.]

where

l,' is the lookahead

set which may contain either nothing or some single symbols. The result of the

algorithm is the set of symbols from the FIRST(cot ) which is the lookahead set
for all items [B -+ 'À] related to the item [A -+ cr.,Bco]. For example, to compute the
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lookahead set for the LR item [S' -+ .,S$, ] in stare So in Figure 4.1, the lookahead

is the symbol $ for the item [S -+ .TcFd) because of FIRST($) =

t$].

For the

additional rule of an augmented grammar, the lookahead set is always empty.

The purpose of the union operation in Figure 4.2 is to merge existing
lookaheads of a particular item. To illuminate this situation, the example in Figure

4.1 is used again. The lookahead set computed from the item lT -+ .8, cl in the
state So is a terminal symbol c for items lE -+ .Eba) and [E
->

.af. From

the item

lE -+ .Ebal itself, the terminal symbol å must be added to the lookahead set for
items IE -+ .Eba] and [E

4.1.L

)

.af

.

Lookahead for Noncanonical State Expansion

No such precise method has yet been devised for computing the lookahead set of
items added during state expansion. The exact nature of the problem cannot be
presented here but is related to the fact that
parsers, but there

LALR(I)

parsers are based on LR(O)

is no stable NLR(O) parser on which to base an NLALR(I)

parser. To avoid this problem, the NHLR parser generator uses a simple technique
to compute the lookahead set of state expansion item. That is, for the item A

the lookahead set

will

be FOLLOW(A), the same as

parser.
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it would

-) .c[

be in a simple LR

4.2 NHLR(I)

Parsers and Parser Generators

The structure of the noncanonical hybrid LR(1) parser is the same as
noncanonical SLR(1) parser shown schematically in Figure

the

3.1. The NHLR(1)

patser also consists of two stacks (state and lookahead) and a parse table. The only

it is computed by NHLR(I) parse table

difference is in the parse table, because

construction method. The parsing algorithm and the four usual parser actions for

NHLR(l), which are shffi, reduce, accept, and error, are the same as

the

description in Chapter 3.

The NHLR(I) parser generator is different from the NSLR(I)
generator. The NHLR(I) parser generator will build
Lookahead information is carried along with each

a

parser

LALR parser, state by state.

item. If

a conflict arises

state during the process of parser construction, the state expansion algorithm

be invoked to resolve the conflict.
generator

If

in

a

will

the conflict can be resolved, the parser

will remove the conflicting symbols in all complete items of the state and

add items which can derive the conflicting symbols. In the following section, the
detailed description of constructing NHLR(I) parse tables for parsers generation is
presented.

4.3

NHLR(I) Parse Table Construction
noncanonical hybrid LR(1) parse table consffuction method combines the
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LALR technique and noncanonical state expansion technique. The LALR
technique presented here is a fairly straightforward LALR method. It does not use
the advanced LALR methods described in Chapter Z,but since it does perform full

LR(1) table construction and compression either,

it

provides efficient enough

performance in terms of time and space for this experiment.

Although the SLR and LALR tables for a grammar always have the same
number of states, the computation of sets of items is different between SLR and

LALR because additional computation of lookahead information for each item is
needed for

LALR parser construction. The method used to compute sets of items

in the LALR parser is shown in Figure 4.3. The input data for computing a set of

LR items 1 is a set of kernel items in state S,. Every item in 1 will be examined
until no more new items can be added to 1. If an item lA
there arcat least onerule^B -+

yin

+

G.BP,

Ll

is in 1, and

the augmented grammar G, then create items

[B + .y, ] and add them to 1 if they are not already present. The

lookahead

information for these items can be computed by the algorithm in Figure 4.2.
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Let G be the augimented g-rammar;
Let f be the set of LR items in a state Sii
()k Initially,
J cont.ains a set of kernel- it.ems *)
REPEAT
FOR each item [A -+ a.Bþt L] in f DO
fF there are at least one rule B -+ y in G THEN
BEG]N
IF no core item [B -+ .l] is present in f THEN
ConsLruct chil-d items [B -+ .T, ] and add them
to I;
Perform t.he algorithm in Figure 4.2 with input
item [,4 + u.Bþ, L] to compute lookahead sets
for new items,'
END,' (x IF *)
UNTIL no more new items added to I;
Figure

4.3. Computation of a set of ¡tems for a state.

The most significant part for the NHLR(I) parse table construction is
involved in preforming noncanonical state expansion for conflicting items. After
each set of items has been constructed, the noncanonical state expansion algorithm

shown in Figure 4.4 will be applied

if

a conflict arises in the set of items. The

input data to the algorithm is a set of items .I, which contains conflicting items.

At first,

assume that the conflicts

in the set of items can be resolved, and

set the

flags "s-resolved" and "i-resolved" to true. A conflicting item cannot be resolved

if a conflicting symbol X in its lookahead

is either in the vNEEDED_FOLLOW

(visible NEEDED-FOLLOW) set or the I-HIDDEN set, otherwise, additional items

for state expansion are created and added to the set of state-expansion items
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K. If

the conflicts are resolved, then the conflicting symbols in the lookahead set of
items "I

will

be deleted and the state-expansion items

K added to the set.I.

Let J be a set of items containing conflicts;
Let -L" be the set of i-ookahead symbols causing the
confl-icts in J;
Let K be the set of state-expansion items,.
(* Initially, K is empty *)
s resoÌved '= TRUE; (* State conf]ict resolved flag *)
FõR each symbol X in ¿" DO
BEGIN
i resol-ved '= TRUE; (* Item conflict resolved f lag *)
pO=R each complete item [À + U.
, trr] in J DO
IF symboJ- X is in the lookahead set Lr THEN
BEG]N
Init.ialize I HIDDEN t.o be empty seL,FOR every symbol Y in -Li DO
I_HIDDEN ': I_HIDDEN U HIDDEN(y);
IF X is in vNEEDED FOLLOW (A) OR is in I HIDDEN
THEN
i resolved := FALSE,'
ELSE
BEGIN

each rul-e B -+ Xp such that
B is in -L, DO
Add item I¡ + .Xþ, vAR_FOLLOW(B) I to
END,.
END; (* IF *)
IF NOT i resol-ved THEN
s resoTved '= FALSE,'
END; -(* FOR *)
IF s resol-ved THEN
BEGIN
FOR each complete item [Ä -+ &. , Ir] in J DO
Del-ete each symbol X in .L" from ti;
FOR

K,.

Ji:JWK;

END,.

Figure

4.4.

Noncanonical state expans¡on for confl¡ct¡ng ¡tems.

Finally, the construction algorithm for NHLR(1) parse tables is given
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as

follows:

Let $n"-+
be. the stat.e containing the kernel item
S$, ] ;
Is'
Let 0 be the set
of unprocessed states,.
is initialized to be empty *)
_(* .Init.ially,
Add
state so to0
Q;

0 is not empty DO
Removed a state Sr from Q;
Let S, be the current unprocessed state,.
Perform the algorithm i_n Figure 4.3 for constructing
the set of LR items for S-ii
Let. Ã be the resultinq set of items;
IF there are confl-icté in R THEN
Perform the noncanonic.al- state expansion atgorit.hm
in Figure 4.4 with input. R;
fF cores of a st.ate ? is in I = cores of R THEN
Union l-ookaheads of f wiLh-lookaheads of .R,.
ELSE
FOR each symbol X such that item,A -+ cr.XB is in Si
DO

WHrLE

BEG]N

BEGIN

Create a nebi state S-,each item C -> Yi¡ô in S, DO
Add c ? Yx.ô
ro s*;
END,' (* FOR *)
IF confl-icts cannot be resolved THEN
FOR

the g.rammar is not NHLR;
END,' (* WHILE *)
Set all entries of the parsing table to 'terror",.
FOR al-l states Si DO
BEGIN
IF an item [À -+ 0:. a0, Ll is rN Si AND
function GOTO (S,, L) = S. THEN
set actionli, L) to "shjift. j";
IF an item [A -+ cf,. , Ll is IN-51 THEN
BEGIN
IF t.he nonterminal
Ä is the svmbol_ S THEN
set actionIi, g] to "acceptT,,.
ELSE
set actionli, Ll to "reduce A -è Cf,",.
END,.
END;

Figure

4.5.

NHLR(1) parse table construct¡on.
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4.4

Exclusion and Adjacency-Restriction in NHLR(I)

In order to make the noncanonical hybrid LR(1)

p¿Lrsers

useful for resolving the

keyword-identifier and the longest-match ambiguities in complete character-level
gralnm¿r, the exclusion and adjacency-resfriction rules invented by Salomon and

Cormack [Sa189] are used. These rules help to eliminate the ambiguity

in

a

grammar and provide information to the parser to resolve conflicts. The simple
algorithms for implementing these rules provided by Salomon and Cormack [Sal89]
were used.
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Chapter

5

Experimental Results

The experimental implementation of the noncanonical hybrid LR(1) parsing method

is finally complete. A single-phase parser generator called "SOAPH" has

been

implemented which generates this type of parser. The SOAPH parser generator can
generate parsers from character-level grammars for real programming languages.

SOAPH was tested on character-level grammars for the languages ISO Pascal and

Modula-2, and on some grammars provided by Tai [Tai79].

To help the analysis of the experimental results from NHLR

parsing

experiments, results from the parser generator called "SOAP" created by Salomon,

which generates noncanonical SLR parsers, were used as a standard. A comparison

of parser size between NSLR and NHLR parsers shows that, except for

rare

grammars, the parse table of an NHLR parser is smaller than the parse table of the

NSLR parser for the same grammar.
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Table 5.1 summarizes the size of the parse table, number of actions, and the
time needed for generating the ISO Pascal parser using both parsing methods. The
ISO Pascal grammar which is given in Appendix A consists of 560 rules and 343

symbols. In Table 5.1, the number of states produced by NSLR parsing is about
7Vo greater than the number

of

states produced

by NHLR parsing. The total

number of actions in the NSLR perser table is also more than in NHLR parse table
because of the effect of the more accurate NHLR lookahead method, but the NHLR

technique requires more parser generation time.

Parsing methods
Number of rules
Number of symbols
Number of parser rows/states
Number of parser columns
Number of shift actions
Number of reduce actions
Parser generation time (in second)

NSLR(1)

NHLR(1)

560

560

343

343

10 05

936

343

343

r_4363

L428s

448'7 6

3231

630.1

4

1360

Table 5.1. Result of generating the ISO pascal parser.
The summary of results from generating the Modula-2 parser is shown in
Table 5.2. The Modula-Z grammar which is given in Appendix B consists of 628
rules and 350 symbols. This grammar is bigger than the one for ISO Pascal and
shows an even greater reduction in the number of parser states. The NHLR parser

for the Modula-2 grammar has about I0o/o fewer states than the NSLR parser.
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Parsing methods
Number

NSLR(1)

of rul-es

Number of symbols

of
Number of
Number of
Number of
Number

parser robrs/states
parser col-umns
shift actions

reduce actions
Parser generation time (in second)

NHLR (1)

628

628

3s0

350

115 0

1056

3s0

350

L] 284

r61 52

5259r
794.2

36693
2564 .9

Table 5.2. Result of generating the Modula-2 parser.

A large number of grammars were tested, and there was only one special
grammar that caused more states in the NHLR parser than in the NSLR parser.
Consider the following restricted grammar given by Salomon:

S'=S$
S
id
let.ter
kw
id

=
=
=
#

ididlkwid
Ietter letter letter
alblc
bbb
:<w

The above grammff is written in the EBNF format. The last production

which is an exclusion rule, means that the symbol

id

id f

kw,

does not generate the symbol

kw, and is included to prevent the keyword-identifier ambiguity. As shown in the
resulting listings from the SOAP and SOAPH parser generators given in Appendix

C, the NHLR parser has three states more than the NSLR parser for the above
grammar.

The reasons for the creation of these extra states relate to the computation
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of lookahead sets and state expansion. From the NSLR parser listing, we can

see

that the first state expansion is on state 6 which contains one more expanded item
because the less precise lookahead set generated by the FOLLOW function contains

some additional symbols such as

id, kw, etc. This expanded

item provides

a

particular benefit to the later state expansions on the state 14 and state 17, so no
more state expansion needs to be performed after state 17. On the other hand, the
lookahead set computed by the NHLR parsing is accurate for each state of the

NHLR parser. This causes the exfra states when state expansion is performed for
the above grammar.

It is clear that the state 17 in the NHLR

parser

listing still

contains shift items which lead to the creation of other states. Another way to look

at

it is that extra states generated by simple state expansion are more likely to

match other expansion states generated from simple states than they are to match
those generated from

LALR states. The hybrid nature of NHLR

occasionally

causes mismatches among expansion states.

Since the NHLR parser construciion method begins by constructing an

LALR parser, and only deviates for non LALR grammars, it is obvious that all
LALR grammars are also NHLR. Since the set of LALR grammÍìrs is a super

of SLR

grammars,

gramm¿ì.rs include

all SLR

grammars are also

set

NHLR. The fact that NHLR

all NSLR grammars can be deduced from the facts that:

1)

NSLR parsers start by consfructing SLR parsers,

2)

an SLR parser

will

have all of the conflicts of an LALR parser for
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the same grammar, and

3)

any conflict resolvable by state expansion in an SLR parser is also
resolvable in an LALR parser (the proof of this statement is trivial

but long and boring).

To see that the set of NHLR grammars is larger than the set of NSLR
grammars consider the following grammar G, which is a combination of grammars

given by Aho, Sethi and Ullman [AhoB6] and Tai [Tai19].

s'

S-+
S-)
L-+
L-+
R-+
D-+
D-+
A-)
A-+
B-+
B-+
I-+
J-+

-+

s$

L_R
R

*R

D
L

Aa
Bb

IA
I

JB
J
c
C

For the above grammar, an NSLR automaton is created and shown in Figure

5.1. An unresolvable shift/reduce conflict

arises

in state Sr. This proves that the

grammar is not NSLR. Another way to attempt to resolve the conflict in the above

grammar is to use the LALR parsing method. An LALR automaton for this
gramm¿ìl is shown in Figure

5.2. The accurate LALR lookahead computation can
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resolve the conflict in state Sr, but the LALR parsing technique is not powerful
enough to resolve other kinds of conflicts. In this case, a reduce/reduce conflict

in state S,o cannot be resolved. The above grammff is not LALR.

In Figure 5.3, an error-free NHLR automaton for the above grammar

is

shown. The conflict in state S,o is resolved by the noncanonical state expansion
technique. The grammar is NHLR.
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NSLR automaton for grammar G2
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LALR automaton for grammar Gz.
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NHLR automaton for grammar G2.
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Chapter

6

Conclusions

The experimental parser generation method called "Noncanonical Hybrid LR"

pilser generation was presented in this thesis, and a parser generator

called

"SOAPH" has been implemented. The SOAPH parser generator was tested for

a

large number of sample grammars, and verifies that the NHLR parsing technique
has significant value and power for processing character-level grammars for modern

programming languages. In addition, lhe size of an NHLR parser is normally
smaller than the NSLR

p¿ì.rser

for the same grammar, and the percentage of

improvement seems to increase with the size of the grammar.

The NHLR parsing technique makes only a small improvement toward

allowing the free distribution of white space

in

character-level grammars.

Extensive testing has shown that white space cannot be distributed freely
throughout a grammar because of the limitation of imposed by a single symbol of

lookahead. Even

if

the ¡{LALR parsing technique were used, free distribution of
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white space in a character-level grammar would still not be possible.

For further work on the NHLR parsing technique for
grammars, there

a-re

character-level

some possible improvements that could be made and research

directions that could be taken. One

of the advanced methods for

computing

lookahead sets which would increase the lookahead computation speed could be
implemented to replace the traditional lookahead computation method used in the
current work. In this experiment, the restrictive rules (the exclusion rule and the
adjacency-restriction rule) are applied using a simple method. To extend the
treatment of exclusion rules and adjacency-restriction rules, lookback exclusion and

lookback adjacency-restriction techniques are the subject of on-going research.
These techniques would increase the power of NHLR p¿ìrser generation.
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Appendix A

SE-SAR.-NHLR(1) Grammar for ISO
Pascal

!

!
I
I

ISO pascal
______
------

!

SOAP

1

S'

= <BOF> Program <EOF>

Program

= ProgramHeading SEMICOLON Block DOT

ProgramHeading

= PROGRAM IDENTIFIER ProgramParamererlisr

ProgramParameterlist

=
I

Block

LROUND ldentifierlist RROUND

= LabelDeclarationPart
ConstantDefinitionPart
TypeDefinitionPart
Va¡i ableDeclarationPart
ProcedureAndFunctionDeclarationPart
CompoundStatement

LabelDeclarationPart

I LABEL Labellist SEMICOLON

Labellist

= Label
I Labellist COMMA Label

ConstantDefinitionPart =
I CONST ConstantDefinitionlist

ConstantDefinitionlist =ConstanrDefinition SEMICOLON
I Con s tantDefini ti onl-i st ConstantDefinition

SEMICOLON

TypeDefinitionPa¡t

TypeDefinitionlist

=
I TYPE TypeDefinitionlist

= TypeDefinition SEMICOLON
I TypeDefinitionlist TypeDefinition SEMICOLON

VariableDeclarationPart =
I VAR VariableDeclarationlist

VariableDeclarationlist = V¿riableDeclaration SEMICOLON
I VariableDeclarationli st VariableDeclaration

SEMICOLON
ProcedureAndFunctionDeclarationPart =
I Proced ureAndFunctionDeclarationlist

ProcedureAndFunctionDeclarationli st =
ProcedureOrFunctionDeclaration SEMICOLON
I ProcedureAndFunctionDeclarationlist
ProcedureOrFunctionDeclaration SEMICOLON
ProcedureOrFunctionDeclaration =
ProcedureDeclaration
I FunctionDeclaration

!----------

ConstantDefinition

= IDENTIFIER EQUAL Consranr
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TypeDefinition

= IDENTIFIER EQUAL Type

VariableDeclaration = Identifierlist

COLON Type

ProcedureDeclaration =ProcedureHeadingSEMICOLONBlock
I ProcedureHeading SEMICOLON IDENTIFIER

FunctionDeclaration = FunctionHeading SEMICOLON Block
I FunctionHeading SEMICOLON IDENTIFIER

!----------

ProcedureHeading

= PROCEDURE IDENTIFIER FormalParamererlisr

FunctionHeading

= FUNCTION IDENTIFIER FormalParamererlist
COLON IDENTIFIER

FormalParameterlist I

LROUND FormalParameterSectionlist RROUND

FormalParametersec tionli st =
FormalParameterS ection
I FormalParameterSectionlist SEMICOLON
FormalParameterS ec tion

FormalPa¡ameterSection = ValueParameterSpecificati on
I Vari ableParameterSpecification
I ProceduralParameterSpecification
I FunctionalParameterSpecification

!---------ValueParameterSpecification =

Identifierlist COLON IDENTIFIER
I Iden ti fierli st COLON ConformantArraySchema
VariableParameterSpecificati on =

VAR ldentifierlist COLON
Vari ableParameterTypeField
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Vari ableParameterTypeField =

IDENTIFIER
I ConformantArraySchema
ProceduralParameterSpeci fication =
ProcedureHeading

FunctionalParameterSpecificati on =
FunctionHeading
ConformantArraySc hema = Packed Con formantArrayS chema
I lJnpackedConformantArraySchema
PackedConformantArrayS chema =
PACKED ARRAY LSQUARE IndexTypespecification
RSQUARE OF IDENTIFIER
UnpackedConforman tArraySchema =

ARRAY LSQUARE IndexTypeSpecificarionlisr
RSQUARE OF VariableParameterTypeField
IndexTypeSpecificationli

s

t=
IndexTypeSpecifi cation
I IndexTypeSpecificationlist SEMICOLON

IndexTypeSpecification

IndexTypeSpecification = IDENTIFIER DoTDoTIDENTIFIER CoLoN
IDENTIFIER

I

__________

CompoundStatement

-

BEGIN Statementsequence END

StatementSequence = Statement
I StatementSequence SEMICOLON Statement

Statement

= UnlabelledStatement
I Label COLON UnlabelledSraremenr
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UnlabelledStatement

SimpleStatement

-

SimpleStatement
I StructuredStatement

=
I AssignmentStatement
I ProcedureStatement
I GotoStatement

StructuredStatement = CompoundStatement
I ConditionalStatement
I RepetitiveStatement
I WithStatement

ConditionalStatement = IfThen
I IfThenElse
I CaseStatement

RepetitiveStatement = WhileStatement
I RepeatStatement
I ForStatement

!-----------

Assignmentstatement =VariableASSIGNExpression

ProcedureStatement = IDENTIFIER

ActualParameterlist

I Variable

GotoStatement

= GOTO Label

IfThen

= IF Expression TFIEN Statement

IfThenElse

= IF Expression THEN Statement ELSE Statement

IfThen -/- ELSE

CaseStatement

= CASE Expression OF Caselist END
I CASE Expression OF Caselist SEMICOLON END

Caselist

= Case
I Caselist SEMICOLON Case
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RepeatStatement

= REPEAT StatementSequence UNTIL Expression

WhileStatement

= WHILE Expression DO Statement

ForStatement

= FOR IDENTIFIER ASSIGN Expression
ToOrDownto Expression DO Statement

ToOrDownto

= TO I DOWNTO

WithStatement

= WITH Variablelist DO

Variablelist

= Variable

Statement

I Variable COMMA Variable
Case

= CaseConstantlist COLON Statement

CaseConstantlist

= Constant
I CaseConstantlist COMMA Constant

!----------

Type

= SimpleType lStructuredType
I PointerType

SimpleType

= OrdinalType IIDENTIFIER

StructuredType

= UnpackedStructuredType
I PACKED UnpackedStructuredType

PointerType

= POINTER DomainType

OrdinalType

= EnumeratedType
I SubrangeType

UnpackedStructuredType = ArrayType
I RecordType
I SetType
I FileType
DomainType

= IDENTIFIER

7l

EnumeratedType

= LROUND Identifierlisr RROUND

SubrangeType

= PreDotConstant DOTDOT Constant

ArrayType

= ARRAY LSQUARE IndexTypelist RSQUARE OF
ComponentType

IndexTypelist

= SimpleType
I IndexTypelist COMMA SimpleType

RecordType

= RECORD Fieldlisr END

SetType

= SET OF SimpteType

FileType

= FILE OF ComponentType

ComponentType

= Type

Fieldlist

=
I FixedPart
I FixedPart SEMICOLON
I FixedPart SEMICOLON VariantPart
I FixedPart SEMICOLON VariantParr SEMICOLON
I VariantPart
I VariantPail SEMICOLON

FixedPart

= RecordSection
I FixedPart SEMICOLON RecordSecrion

VariantParf

= CASE VariantSelector OF Va¡iant
I VariantPart SEMICOLON Variant

RecordSection

= Identifierlist COLON Type

VariantSelector

= TagType
I TagField COLON TagType

variant

= Caseconsranrlisr col-oN LROUND Fieldlist
RROUND
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TagType

IDENTIFIER

TagField

IDENTIFIER

I

Constant

= IDENTIFIER
I UnsignedNumber

I Sign IDENTIFIER
I Sign UnsignedNumber
I CharacterString
Special constant to eliminate SLR inconsistency.
PreDotConstant

= IDENTIFIER
I UnsignedNumber
I Sign IDENTIFIER
I Sign UnsignedNumber
I CharacterString

Expression

= SimpleExpression
I

SimpleExpression

SimpleExpression RelationalOperator SimpleExpression

= UnsignedS impleExpression
I Sign UnsignedSimpleExpression

UnsignedSimpleExpression =
Term
I UnsignedSimpleExpression AddingOperaror Term
Term

= Factor
I Term MultiplyingOperator Factor

Factor

= UnsignedConstant
I Variable
I SetConstructor
I IDENTIFIER ActualParameterlist
I NOT Factor
I LROUND Expression RROUND

13

RelationalOperator =EQUAL INE
ILTILEIGTIGE
IIN

AddingOperator

=PLUS IMINUS IOR

MultiplyingOperator = STAR ISLASHIDIV IMOD IAND

UnsignedConstant

= UnsignedNumber
I CharacterString

INIL
!----------

Variable

= IDENTIFIER
I Variable DOT IDENTIFIER
I Variable POINTER
I Variable LSQUARE

Indexlist RSQUARE

Indexlist

= Expression
I Indexlist COMMA Expression

SetConstructor

= LSQUARE RSQUARE
I LSQUARE ElementDescriptionlist RSQUARE

ElementDescriptionlist =ElementDescription
I

ElementDescriptionl-ist COMMA ElementDescripúon

ElementDescription = Expression
I Expression DOTDOT Expression

ActualParameterlist - LROUND ActualParameterParr

RROUND

ActualParameterPar[ = ActualParameter
I ActualParameterPart COMMA ActualParameter

ActualParameter

= Expression
I Expression COLON Expression
I Expression COLON Expression COLOIT{ Expression
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!---------UnsignedNumber

= Unsignedlnteger White
I {JnsignedReal

White

Identifierl-ist

= IDENTIFIER
I Identifierlist COMMA IDENTIFTER

Label

= DigitSequence White

Sign

= PLUS I MINUS

!----------

!

Indivisible symbols
!----------IDENTIFIER

= Identifier White

Identifier

= IdentifierFragment

IdentifierFragment

= Letter
I ldentifierFragment Letter
I IdentifierFragment Digit

Unsignedlnteger

= DigitSequence

UnsignedReal

= DigitSequence DOT DigitSequence
I DigitSequence DOT DigitSequence e ScaleFactor
I DigitSequence e ScaleFactor

ScaleFactor

= DigitSequence
| "+" DigitSequence
| "-" DigitSequence

CharacterString

-

Strin gElementSequence

= StringElement

r'rr StringElementSequence

""'

White

I StringElementSequence StringElement
DigitSequence

= Digit I DigitSequence Digit
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Comment

= LCURLY CommentElementsequence ")"
I LCURLY CommentElementSequence "*)"

CommentElementS equence =
CommentElement
I CommentElementSequence CommentElement

Letter

= a lb lc ld le lf lg lh li lj lk ll lm
lnl o lplq lrl s I tlu lv lw lxlylz

Digit

= "0" 1"1" ltt}ttln3r 1"4" 1"5't lr'6. 1"7" I',gr' l,r9'r

StringElement

- rr"r'

!

lAnyCharacterExceptApostrophe
I StringOrCommentElement

l "*" l

"l"

CommentElement

= StringOrCommentElement

StarNoRRound

-

I r'rr I StarNoRRound I

'\"

rt*tt

StringOrCommentElemen t =

rr^Grr
! Bell character.
|'\" |" " |'|v. I'\\" |"1" I'\r'

!
I
!
!

| "#" | "$" l "0/6" | "&" | "(" | ")"
I tt+" | "r" | "-" | ".t' I t'/"
1"0" lII\ lI21 1"3" 1"4" lr'5r' 1"6" lrrTr' lr'9" lr,gil
l":" l";" l"<" l"=t'lt'>r' ltr?rt ltt@"
l "A" I "B'r | ilC'r l "D" l "E" I ilF" l "G" l "H'r I r'I" I I'J'r
l "K" I rrlrr l "M" l "N" I I'o" l "P't l "Q" I'tR" I rtstr I ttT"
I "IJ" I ',V" | "'W" | "X" I I'y'r | "z[
I t'[t' I rr]rr | 't^rr I "-" I tt t tt
l"a" |ilbil |ilcil l"d" |iler' I'rfil ltrg" Inh" lrriil I'Trt
l "k" l "l" l "m" l "n" l ttOt' l "p" l "q" I'rftr I trsrr I rrttr
| "u" | "vtt I "w" | "x" I "y" l "z"
I "{" I rrlrr I rtÈ"
I '\"
! Deleted for strings.
¡ ""'
! Deleted for strings.
"*"
I
! Deleted for comments.
I ")"
! Deleted for comments.

16

!

! Punctuation

!----------ll,_[

ASSIGN
SEMICOLON
DOT
DOTDOT
LROUND
RROUND
LSQUARE
RSQUARE
LCURLY
COMMA
EQUAL
COLON
POINTER
PLUS
MINUS
NE

White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

il.It
)

tt. tt

"("
r)[
il

[il
tt]
"

"{" | "1*"
ilI

White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

t
il_[
tt: tt

ll | [
-1il_il

rr<rl

LT
LE

ll ¿_lt

GT

[\il

GE
STAR

lt\_[
ilüil

\lú

SLASH

! Reserved keywords
!----------------AND
ARRAY
BEGIN
CASE
CONST

DIV
DO
DOWNTO
ELSE
END

FILE

ând
- array
= begin
= case
= const
= div
= do
=

= downto
= else
= end
= file

White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
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I
|

"(."
".)"

White
White

|

"@"

White

FOR
FUNCTION
GOTO

IF
IN
LABEL
MOD
NIL
NOT
OF
OR

PACKED
PROCEDURE
PROGRAM
RECORD
REPEAT
SET

TIIEN
TO
TYPE

White
= for
= function White

- goto
= if

White
White
White
=ln
White
= label
White
= mod
nil
White
=
White
= nOt
White
=of
White
=or
packed
White
= procedure White

= White program White
= record White
= repeat white
White
= set
White
= then

UNTIL
VAR
WHILE
WITH

= type
= until
= Vaf
= while
= with

and

=and

Tray

=â,TrZy

begin

=begin

case

=CaSe

const

div
do
downto
else
end

file
for
function
goto

if
in

White
White
White
White
White
White

=to

=const
=div

=do

=downto
=else
=end

=file
=fot
=function
-goto
_-L

-ll

=in
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label
mod

nil
not

of
or
packed
procedure
program
record
repeat
set
then

to
type

until
vaf
while
with
a

b
c
d
e

f

o

Þ

h

i

j

k
I
m
n
o

p
q

I
S

t
u

=label

=mod

=nil

=nOt

=of
=Of

=packed
=procedure
=plogram
=record
=repeat
=set
=then
=to
=type
=until
=var
=while
=with
ttatt ttAtt
I
=
ttB"
= "btt I
ttCtt
=ttcttI

=

t'd" | "D"
ttEtt

=ttettI

"f" | "F"
= ttg"

| "Gtt
=
_ rh,r | ilH[
ttitt "I"
|
=
tt.il
I ilYrr
=J IJ
t'kt' I ttKt'
=
ttl" | "L"
=

ttMtt
=ttmttI
ttntt ttNtt
I
=
ttott ttOtt
I
=

= "p" | "P"
| "Q"
= "q"
ttrtt ttRtt
=

I

ttStt
= "s" I
ttttt ttTtt
I
=
= "u" I "ì[J"
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"v" | "V"
= ttwtt

v
w
x
v
z

!

=

I

tt'W"

t'X"

= "xtt I
"Ytt
= tt"y"il II tr-rr
=zl./,
Define white

space.

!---------

White

=
I White WhiteElement

WhiteElement

=" " |'\" I'\" |'\f"
I Comment

!

!
I

Disambiguation section
_________

Identifier and array begin case const div do downto
else end file for function goto if in label mod nil not
of or packed procedure program record repeat set then to type
until var while with
-/- Identifier and array begin case const div do downto
else end file for function goto if in label mod nil not
of or packed procedure program record repeat set then to type
until var while with DigitSequence
StarNoRRound -/- ")"

Identifier #and lanay lbegin lcaselconstldiv
I do I downto I else I end I file I for
I function I goto I if I in I label I mod
I nil I nor I of I or I packed I procedure
I program I record I repeat I set I then
I to I type I until I var I while I with
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Appendix B

SE-SAR-NHLR(1) Grammar for
Modula-Z

!

!
!

Modula2
=======

!

SOAP

1

S'
Optionalldent

= <BOF> White CompilationUnit <EOF>
=
I IDENT

number

=INTEGERIREAL

qualident

= IDENT
I qualident DOT IDENT

ConstantDeclaration = IDENT EQUAL

ConstExpression

ConstExpression

= expression

TypeDeclaration

= IDENT EQUAL type
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type

= SimpleType
I AnayType
I RecordType
I SetType
I PointerType
I ProcedureType

SimpleType

= qualident
I enumeration

I SubrangeType

SimpleTypelist

= SimpleType
I SimpleTypelist COMMA SimpleType

enumeration

= LROUND ldentl-ist RROUND

Identlist

= IDENT
I ldentl-ist COMMA IDENT

SubrangeType

= LSQUARE ConstExpression DOTDOT
RSQUARE
I qualident LSQUARE ConstExpression DOTDOT
ConstExpression RSQUARE
Con stExpression

AnayType

= ARRAY SimpleTypelist OF type

RecordType

= RECORD FieldlisrSequence END

Fieldl-istSequence

= Fieldlist
I FieldlistSequence SEMICOLON

Fieldl-ist

Fieldlist

=
I Identlist COLON type
I CASE Optionalldenr COLON qualident OF Varianrlist

END
I

Variantl-ist

CASE Optionalldent COLON qualident OF Variantlist
ELSE FieldlistSequence END

= variant
I Variantlist STICK varianr
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variant

=
I Caselabellist COLON FieldlistSequence

Caselabellist

= Caselabels
I Caselabellist COMMA Caselabels

Caselabels

= ConstExpression
I ConstExpression DOTDOT ConstExpression

SetType

= SET OF SimpleType

PointerType

= POINTER TO type

ProcedureType

= PROCEDURE
I PROCEDURE FormalTypelist

FormalTypelist

= LROUND RROUND
I LROUND RROUND COLON qualident
I LROUND FormalTypeChain RROUND
I LROUND FormalTypeChain RROUND
COLON qualident

FormalTypeChain

= OptionalVar FormalType
I FormalTypeCh ai n COMMA OptionalVar FormalType

OptionalVar

=
I VAR

VariableDeclaration = Identlist

designator

COLON type

= qualident
I NonQlDesignaror

NonQlDesignator

= qualidenr LSQUARE Explist RSeUARE
I qualident DEREF
I NonQlDesignator DesignatorSuffix

DesignatorSuffix = DOT IDENT
I

LSQUARE Explist RSQUARE

I DEREF
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Explist

= expression
I Explist COMMA expression

expression

= SimpleExpression
I SimpleExpression relation SimpleExpression

relation

=EQUAL INE ILTILE IGTtGE IIN

SimpleExpression

= UnsignedExpression
I PLUS UnsignedExpression
I MINUS UnsignedExpression

UnsignedExpression = tenr

I

UnsignedExpression AddOperator term

AddOperator

=PLUS IMINUS IOR

term

= factOr
I term MulOperator factor

Muloperator

=STARISLASHIDIVIMODIAND

factor

= number
I string
I set
I designator
I designator ActualParameters
I LROUND expression RROUND
I NOT factor

SEt

= LCURLY RCURLY
I LCURLY Elemenrl-isr RCURLY
I qualident LCURLY RCURLY
I qualident LCURLY Elemenrlist RCURLY

Elementlist

= element
I Elementlist COMMA element

element

= expression
I expression DOTDOT expression
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ActualParameters

= LROUND RROUND
I LROUND Explisr RROUND

Statement

=
I assignment
I ProcedureCall
I lfStatement
I CaseStatement
I WhileSraremenr
I RepeatStatement
I LoopStatement
I ForStatement
lWithStatemenr
I EXIT
I RETURN
I RETURN expression

assignmenf

= designator ASSIGN expression

ProcedureCall

= designator
I designator ActualParameters

StatementSequence = statement
I StatementSequence SEMICOLON statement

Ifstatement

-

Elsiflist

=
I

OptionalElse

IF expression TFIEN statementsequence
Elsiflist OptionalElse END

Elsiflist ELSIF

expression TIIEN SraremenrSequence

=
I ELSE StatementSequence

CaseStatement

= CASE expression OF Caselist OptionalElse END

Caselist

= case
I Caselist STICK case
=
I Caselabellist COLON Staremenrsequence
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WhileStatement

= WHILE expression DO Statementsequence END

RepeatStatement

= REPEAT StatementSequence IJNTIL expression

ForStatement

= FOR IDENT ASSIGN expression TO expression DO
StatementSequence END
I FOR IDENT ASSIGN expression TO expression BY
ConstExpression DO StatementSequence END

LoopStatement

= LOOP StatementSequence END

WithStatement

= WITH designator DO StatementSequence END

ProcedureDeclaration = ProcedureHeading SEMICOLON block IDENT

ProcedureHeading

= PROCEDURE IDENT
I PROCEDURE IDENT FormalParameters

block

= Declarationlist END
I Declarationlist BEGIN StatementSequence END

Declarationlist
declaration

TypeDecllist

=
I Declarationlist declaration

= CONST ConstDecllist
I TYPE TypeDecllist
I VAR VarDecllist
I ProcedureDeclaration SEMICOLON
I ModuleDeclaration SEMICOLON
=
I

FormalParameters

= LROUND RROUND
I LROUND RROUND COLON qualident
I LROUND FPSectionlist RROUND
I

FPSectionlist

TypeDecllist TypeDeclaration SEMICOLON

LROUND FPSectionlist RROIJNID COLON qualident

= FPSection
I FPSectionlist SEMICOLON FPSection
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FPSection

= OptionalVar ldentl-ist COLON FormalType

FormalType

= qualident
I ARRAY OF qualident

ModuleDeclaration

= MODULE IDENT priority SEMICOLON Importlist
export block IDENT

priority
export
Importlist

=
I LSQUARE ConstExpression RSQUARE
=
I EXPORT ldentl-ist SEMICOLON
I EXPORT QUALIFIED Identlist SEMICOLON

I

Importlist import

import

= IMPORT Identlist SEMICOLON
I FROM IDENT IMPORT ldentl-ist SEMICOLON

DefinitionModule

= DEFINITION MODULE IDENT SEMICOLON
Importlist export Definitionlist END IDENT DOT

Definitionlist
definition

ConstDecllist
TypeDeflist
VarDecllist

=
I Definitionlist definition

= CONST ConstDecllist
I TYPE TypeDeflist
I VAR VarDecllist
I ProcedureHeading SEMICOLON
=
I ConstDecllist ConstantDeclaration SEMICOLON
=
I TypeDeflist IDENT SEMICOLON
I TypeDeflist IDENT EQUAL type SEMICOLON

=
I

VarDecllist VariableDeclaration SEMICOLON

ProgramModule

= MODULE IDENT priority SEMICOLON Importlist

block IDENT DOT
CompilationUnit

= DefinitionModule
I ProgramModule
I IMPLEMENTATION ProgramModule

!-----------

!

Indivisible symbols

!---------IDENT

= FullldentString White

FullldentString

= IdentString

IdentString

= Letter
I IdentString Letter
I ldentString Digit

Digit

= "0" 1"1" lttztt ln3n 1"4" lr'5'r I'16" 1,,7" | "8rr I't9"

Letter

=al b I c ld lel f I g I h li lj I k ll I m
ln I olplqlrl s I tlu lvlw lxlylz

REAL

= real White

real

= DecimalNumber "." DigitSequence
I DecimalNumber "." DigitSequence exp ScaleFactor
I DecimalNumber "." e*p ScaleFactor

exp

=Lle

ScaleFactor

= DigitSequence
| "+" DigitSequence
| "-" DigitSequence

DigitSequence

= Digit

llFll

I

It

il

I DigitSequence Digit

INTEGER

= integer White
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integer

= OctalNumber
I DecimalNumber

lHexNumber

OctalNumber

= OctalSequence OctalFlag

DecimalNumber

= DecimalSequence

HexNumber

-

OctalSequence

= OctalDigit

HexSequence HexFlag

I OctalSequence OctalDigit

DecimalSequence

= DecimalDigit
I DecimalSequence DecimalDigit

HexSequence

= HexleadDigit
I HexSequence HexDigit

HexFlag

-

OctalFlag

=blc

HexleadDigit

rrgrr
l"grr
= "0" 1"1" 1"2" 1"3" 1"4" 1"5" 1"6'1 1"7" I

HexDigit

= "0" 1"1" 1"2" 1"3" 1"4" l"5rr

DecimalDigit

= "0" 1"1" l"z" 1"3" 1"4" | 'r5'r lr'6" l"'7" 1r'gr' lrrgrr

OctalDigit

-

string

- t,rr StringSeqNoApost ""' 'White
l'\"' StringSeqNoQuote'\"' White

StringSeqNoApost

= StringElemNoApost

h

lalblcldlelf

'r0"

l"l"

I"6'l"'7"

1"2" 1"3" 1"4" 1"5" 1"6" 1"7"

I SrringSeqNoApost StringElemNoApost

StringSeqNoQuote = StringElemNoQuote
I StringSeqNoQuote StringElemNoQuote
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1'rg" l'irgrr

StringElemNoApost ='\"'

!AnyCharacterExceptApostrophe

I StringOrCommentElement
I ">È't ¡ t'1"

StringElemNoQuote -r'rr

!AnyCharacterExceptQuote
I StringOrCommentElement
,,*,,
|

Comment

il(il
|

= "(*" CommentElementSequence "*)"

CommentElementS equence =
CommentElement
I CommentElementSequence CommentElement
I CommentElementSequence Comment

CommentElement

= StringOrCommentElement
I StarNoRRound I LRoundNoStar
| "t" | '\""

StarNoRRound
LRoundNoStar

| '\l"

= "*"
= "("

StringOrCommen tElement =

rr^Grr
! Bell character.
l'\" l"t')"" I'v'l'\\'1"1" l'#" l"$
| "&" I

| "*t' I

ttrtt

tt-" I ".' | "l"
I

l"vo"

1"0" l'r'l'2t 1"3" l'4'l'|r5r' lt'6" 1"7" lr'9" l"g"
l":" l";" l"<" lt'=" lrr>rr lrr?rr ltt@t'
l,'A" |,rBr I,,c,' l "D" l "E" l "F" l "G" l "H" I r'Iil l "Jil
l,'K" l "L" l "M" l "N', l "o', l "p" l "Q" I'rR" | [s" I'rT"
I "IJ" | "V" | "'W" | "X" l "y" | "2"
rr]rr rr^rr rr-'
| "[" I
I
I
I

!
I
!
!
!
!

rr'rr

l"a" II'bil |ilcil l"d" Iner Irf'r l"g" l"h" l"i" I'J"
l t'k" l "l" l "m" l ttntt l t'ot' l "ptt l "qtt I ttrtt I rrstr I trtrr
| "u" | "v" | "w" I ttx" I tty" I "ztt
| "[" I trl'r | 'r]" | "-"
I '\"
! Deleted for strings.
¡ ""'
! Deleted for strings.
'\"'
I
! Deleted for strings.
I " ]"
! Deleted for comments.
I "("
! Deleted for nesting comments.
I "*"
! Deleted for comments.
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!

! Punctuation

!----------ASSIGN
SEMICOLON
DOT
DOTDOT
LROUND
RROUND
LSQUARE
RSQUARE
LCURLY
RCURLY
COMMA
EQUAL
COLON
DEREF
STICK
PLUS
MINUS
NE

LT
LE
GT

tt

_

il.l

_

il

tt

White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

t
il

tt /lt
I

=

tt\ tr

=)

ttrtt
I

=
=l

L

ltìtt
I
r Iil

=t
ilì

il

)

_
=
_

ll il
t
tt=tt
il,il
ttAtt

=
lt I lt
I

ilrI
tt-tt
=

tt<>"

=
| "#"
_

lt ¿ll
lt,

il

=<=
=

[-

tt-

GE
STAR

_

SLASH

=l

tt
il

ilúil

,, ,,,

! Reserved keywords
!----------AND

= kw_and
I "&"

ARRAY
BEGIN
BY
CASE
CONST
DEFINITION

=
=
=
=
=

kw_array
kw_begin
kw_by
kw_case
kw_const
kw_definition
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White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

DIV
DO
ELSE
ELSIF
END

EXIT
EXPORT
FOR
FROM

IF
IMPLEMENTATION
IMPORT

IN
LOOP

MOD
MODULE
NOT
OF
OR
POINTER
PROCEDURE

QUALIFIED
RECORD
REPEAT
RETURN
SET
THEN
TO
TYPE

UNTIL
VAR
WHILE
WITH
kw_and
kw_array
kw_begin
kw_by
kw_case
kw_const
kw_definition

= kw_div
= kw_do
= kw_else
= kw_elsif
= kw_end
= kw_exit
= kw_export
= kw_for
= kw_from
= kw_if
= kw_implementation
= kw_import
= kw_in

-

kw_loop
= kw_mod
= kw_module
= kw_not
= kw_of
= kw_or
= kw-pointer
= kw-procedure
= kw_qualified
= kw_record
= kw_repeat
= kw_teturn
= kw_set
= kw_then
= kw_to
= kw_type
= kw_until
= kw_var
= kw_while
= kw_with

=and

-arTay
=begin
=by

=caSe

=const
=definition

White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
V/hite
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

kw-div
kw_do
kw_else

kw_elsif
kw_end
kw_exit
kw_export

kw_for
kw_from
kw_if
kw_implementation
kw_import
kw_in
kw_loop
kw_mod
kw_module
kw_not

kw_of
kw_or
kw_pointer
kw_procedure
kw_qualified
kw*record
kw_repeat
kw_return
kw_set
kw_then
kw_to
kw_type
kw_until
kw_var
kw_while
kw with
a

b
c
d
e

f
o

Þ

=div

=do

=else
=elsif
=end

=exit
=export
=for
=from
_:f
-ll

=implementation
=import
=in
-loop
=mod

=rnodule
=flOt

=of
=or
=pointer
=procedure
=qualified
=record
=fepeat
=teturn

=Set

=then
=to
=type
=until
=var
=while
=with
ilar rAil
I
ilbil ilBrr
I
ilcil ilCrt
I

"d" | "D,
Ier

|

ilE[

"f" | "F"

t'g" I ttG"
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I "H"
= "htt
tt.tt
I ttYtt

h

i

=1ll

j

-

"j" | "J"
= "k" | "K"
= "1" I "L"

k
I
m
n

= "mtt | "Mtt

o

=tto"

I

=

| "Stt

"Nt'
= "n" I ttott
t'P"
= "p" I
ttQtt
= "q" I
t'r"
= tts" | "Rt'

p
q

r
S

= "t" | "Tt'
t'u" | "{.J"
=
= "v" | "Vtt
| "'VV"
= "Wtt
It I I tt\¡tt

t
u
v

w

=xlrt

X

rrYrr
= "ytt I
= "zt' l "Z"

v
z

!

Define white space.

!---------White

lwnir"
WhiteElement

WhiteElement

=""|'\"|'\"It\f"
I Comment

!

!

Disambiguation section

!---------FullldentString kw_and kw_array kw_begin kw_by kw_case kw_const
kw_definition kw_div kw_do kw_else kw_elsif kw_end kw_exit
kw_export kw_for kw_from kw_if kw_implementation kw_import
kw_in kw_loop kw_mod kw_module kw_not kw_of kw_or kw_pointer
kw_procedure kw_qu alified kw_record kw_repeat kw_return
kw_set kw_then kw_to kw_type kw_until kw_var kw_while
kw_with integer real
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-/- FullldentSrring kw_and kw_array kw_begin kw_by kw_case kw_const
kw_definition kw_div kw_do kw_else kw_elsif kw_end kw_exit
kw_export kw_for kw_from kw_if kw_implementation kw_import
kw_in kw_loop kw_mod kw_moclule kw_not kw_of kw_or kw_pointer
kw_procedure kw_qu alified kw_record kw_repeat kw_return
kw_set kw_then kw_to kw_type kw_until kw_var kw_while
kw_with integer real
StarNoRRound -/- ")"
LRoundNoStar -/- "*"

FullldentString # kw_and I kw_array I kw_begin I kw_by I kw_case
I kw_const I kw_definition I kw_div I kw_do
I kw_else I kw_elsif I kw_end I kw_exit
I kw_export I kw_for I kw_from I kw_if
I kw_implementation I kw_import I kw_in
I kw_loop I kw_mod I kw_module I kw_not I kw_of
I kw_or I kw_pointer I kw_procedure I kw_qualified
I kw_record I kw_repeat I kw_return I kw_set
I kw_then lkw_to I kw_type lkw_until lkw_var
I kw while I kw with
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Appendix C

Parser Generator Listings for a
Special Grammar
SOAP Parser Generator Listing
NSLR(I) parser tables requested.
Symbols:

ONTS'

1 T <BOF>
2NTS

3 T'\l"
4 T <EOF>
5NTid
6NTkw
7 NT letter

8 T"a"
9 T"b"

10 T "c"
Rules:

0 S' = <BOF> S

1S=idid

2

'\r"

<EOF>

lkwid

3 id = letter letter letter

4id#kw

5 letter -- " a"

6
7

|',b"

I"c"

8 kw = "b"

rrbrr rrbrr

No invisible symbols.

AR_FOLLOW(kw) contains

{letter, "a", "b", "c"}

Exclusion rule:
id # kw
State Graph:
State 0:

S' = <BOF> . S '\" <EOF> --> state I
S = . id id --> state 2
S - . kw id --> state 3
id = . letter letter letter --> state 4
id # . kw --> state 3
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 6
letter = . "c" --> state 7
kw = . rrb'r rrbr,tb" --> state 6

State

1:

S' = <BOF> S . '\" <EOF> --> state

State 2:
S=

id . id --> state

9

id = . letter letter letter --> state 4
id # . kw --> state 10
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 6
letter = . "c" --> state 7
kw = . rrbrr rtbtr rrbrr --> state 6
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8

State 3:
S = kw .

id

id#kw. t]

--> state

11

id = . letter letter letter --> state 4
id # . kw --> state 10
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 6
letter = . "c" --> state 7
kw = . rrbrr rrbrr 'b'|r --> statg 6
State 4:

id = letter . letter letter --> state l2
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 13
letter = . "c" --> state 7
State 5:
lgttgr = "a"

{'\",

.

id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"}

++++ SLR inconsistencies in state
rrbrr rrbrr
[K] kw = "b" .
[K] letter = "b" . {"b"}

6

State 6:

"b" {'\", id, kw, letter, "a", "c"}
kw = "b" . "b" "b" --> state 14
letter =

letter = . "b"

kw=."b""b"

--> state 14
rrbrr --> state 14

State 7:

lgttgr = "c"

{'\",

.

State 8:

S' = <BOF>
State 9:
S = id

id

S

id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"}

'\" . <EOF> --> state 15

. {'\r"}

State 10:

id#kw. t]
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State 11:
S = kw id

. {'\r"}

State 12:

id = letter letter . letter --> state
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 13
letter = . "c" --> state 7
State 13:
letter =

"b" {'\",

id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"J

++++ SLR inconsistencies in state
[K] kw = "b" "b" . "b"
[K] kw = "b" . "b" "b"
[K] letter = "b" {"b"J
State 14:
letter =

16

14

"b" {'\",
rtbrr rrb"

rrbrr

kw =
.
kw = .brr rrbrr

id, kw, letter, "a", "c"}
--> state 17
rrbrr
--> state 17
.

letter = . "b" --> state 17
kw = . rrbtr rrbrr rrb" --> state 17
State 15:

S' = (BOF> S '\r" <EOF> . t]

State 16:

id = letter letter letter. {"V", id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"J
---- Exclusion of reduce actions in state 17.
[K] letter = "b" {'\", id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"}
++++ SLR inconsistencies in state
rrbrr rrb"
[K] kw = "b"
[K] kw = "b" "b" . "b"
[K] kw = "b" . "b" "b"

17

["b"]
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State T7:

letter = "b"

.

{}
KW= D D D
kw=rrbr,rbrr.I'brr
kw = rrbrr rrbrr rrbrr .
Iiliilillltlrrr

--> state 17
--> state 17
{'\", id, kw, letter, "a", "c"}

letter = . "b"

--> state 17
kw = . "bt"'btt rrbrr --> state

17

Lookahead-Symbols Deleted.

State Symbols

5

id, kw, Ietter

6
7

id

t3

t4
L6
17

id, kw, letter
id, kw, letter
id
id
id

Predecessors of each state.
0:

1:0
2:0
3:0
4:0
5: 0
6:0
7:0
8:1
9:2
10: 2
11: 3
12: 4
13: 4
14: 6
15: 8
16:

23
2 3 412
23
2 3 412

t2

12
100

t4

t7

Processing statistics :

Maximum
Kernel size:
SLR closure size: 10
NSLR closure size:
State hash-chain len:

Average
1.388889
2.833333
3.166661
1.000000

5

10
1

Conflict Summary
5 SLR inconsistencies.
Number of parser rows: 18
Number of parser columns: 11
Number of non-ERROR parser actions: 67
32 shifts actions
8 reductions on nonterminal lookahead symbols
27 reductions on terminal lookahead symbols
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SOAPH Parser Generator Listing
No invisible symbols.

NHLR(I) parser tables requested.
Symbols:

ONTS'

1 T <BOF>
2NTS

3 T'\"
4 T <EOF>
5NTid
6NTkw
7 NT letter

8 T t'a"

9 T"b"
10 T "c"
Rules:

0 S' = <BOF> S

'\r"

1S=idid

2

<EOF>

lkwid

3 id = letter letter letter

4id#kw

5 letter = "a"

6
7

|"b"
I"c"

8 kw = "b"

rb'

rrb'

AR_FOLLOW(kw) conrains

fletter, "at', "b", "c")

Exclusion rule:

id #

kw

State Graph:

++++ LALR inconsistencies in state 6
[K] kw = "b" . "b" "b"
[K] letter = "b" . fletter, "a", "b", "c"]
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++++ LALR inconsistencies in state 14
[K] kw = "b" "b" . "b"
[K] lgtter = "b" {'\", id, kw, Ietter, "a", "b", "c"}

---- Exclusion of reduce actions in state 17.
[K] letter = "b" ['M", id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c,']
++++ LALR inconsistencies in state

[K] kw = "b" "b" "b"
[K] kw = "b" . "b" "b"

17

{'\",

id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"}

++++ LALR inconsistencies in state 18
[K] kw = "b" "b" . "b"
[K] kw = "b" . "b'r ,b"
[K] letter = "b" {'\", id, kw, Ietter, "a", "b", "c"}

---- Exclusion of reduce actions in state 19.
[K] letter = "b" {'\", id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"}
++++ LALR inconsistencies in state

[K] kw = "b" '|rb" "b'|r
[K] kw = "b" "b" . "b"
[K] kw = "b" . "b" "b"

{'\",

19

id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"}

State 0:

S' = (BOF> . S '\" <EOF> --> state
S = . id id --> stare 2
S - . kw id --> srare 3
id = . letter letter letter --> state 4
id # . kw --> state 3
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 6
letter = . "c" --> state 7
kw = . rrb" "b. rrb'r --> state 6

State 1:

S' = <BOF> S .

'\" <EOF>

--> state
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1

8

State 2:
S=

id . id --> state

9

id = . letter letter letter --> state 4
id # . kw --> state 10
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 6
letter = . "c" --> state 7
kw = . "b" "b" "b" --> state 6

State 3:
S = kw .

id#kw.

id

--> state

11

{}
id = . letter letter letter --> state 4
id # . kw --> state 10
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 6
letter = . "c" --> state 7
kw = . rrb" rrbrr rrbrr --> state 6
State 4:

id = letter . letter letter --> state 12
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 13
lgttgr = . "c" --> state 7
State 5:

lettgr = "a"

.

['\",

id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"]

State 6:

letter = "b"

"a", "c"}

{letter,
kw="btt."b" rrbrr --> state 14
letter = .

.

"b"

--> state 14

State 7:

letter = "c"

{'\",

id, kw, lettel, "a", "b", "c"}

State 8:

S' = <BOF> S '\l'r <EOF> --> state

t04

15

State 9:
S = id

. ['\ì"J

id

State 10:

id#kw.

State 1l:
S = kw id

{}

. {'\r"}

State 12:

id = letter letter . letter --> state 16
letter = . "a" --> state 5
letter = . "b" --> state 13
letter = . "c" --> state 7
State 13:

letter =
State 14:
letter =

kw =

"b" ['\",

id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"]

"b" {'\",
I'b'r

icl, kw, letter, "a", "c"}
--> state 17

rrbrr rrbrr

.

"b"

--> state 17
kw = . "b" "b" "b" --> state
letter = .

17

State 15:

S' = <BOF> S '\" <EOF> . {}

State l6:

id = letter letter

letter {"V", id, kw, letter, "a", "b", "c"}

State 17:

letter = "b" . t]
kw = rrbrr . I'br,rb" --> state 18
kw = "b" "b" "b" . {'\", id, kw, letter, "a", "c"}
letter = . "b" --> state 18
kw = . 'brr rrbrr itbrr --> state

18
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State 18:
letter =

"b" {'\", id, kw, letter, "a", "c"}
kw = "b" . "b" "b" --> state 19
kw = "b" "b" . "b" --> state 19
"b"

--> state 19
kw = . "b" "b" "b" --> state
letter = .

19

State 19:
letter = "b"

. ii
kw = "b" . "b" "b" --> statg 19
kw = "b" "b" . "b" --> state 19
kw = "b" "b" "b" . {'\", id, kw, letter, "a", "c"}
letter = . "b" --> state 19
kw = . rrb'r rtbrr trbrr --> state 19

Lookahead-Symbols Deleted.

State Symbols

5
7
13
14
t6
17
18
t9

id, kw, letter
id, kw, letter
id, kw, letter
id
id
id
id
id

Predecessors of each state.
0:

1:0
2:0
3:0
4:023
5:0 2 3 412
6:023
7:0 2 3 412
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8:1
9:2
10:23
11: 3
12: 4
13: 4 12
14: 6
15: I
16: 12
17: 14
18: 17
19: 18

19

Processing statistics

Maximum

5
10
10
State hash-chain len: 1
Kernel

size:

:

LALR closure size:
NHLR closure size:

Average
1.500000
2.800000
3.250000
1.000000

Conflict Summary
7 LALR inconsistencles.
Number of parser rows: 20
Number of parser columns: 11
Number of non-ERROR parser actions: 77
34 shifts actions
11 reductions on nonterminal lookahead symbols
32 reductions on terminal lookahead symbols
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